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FOREWORD 

 

 

This document has been prepared by Suffolk Constabulary in order to provide 

background information to the public and to prospective candidates for the 

post of Suffolk Police and Crime Commissioner. 

There are a lot of acronyms and abbreviations used, most of which are obvious 

from context or are defined within the text. They are also summarised in an 

appendix.  However, should anything be unclear please email your enquiry for 

the attention of the Temporary Deputy Chief Constable at 

SuffolkNPCC@suffolk.pnn.police.uk 

If you do not have access to email, please write to: 

Executive Services 
Suffolk Constabulary 
Police Headquarters 
Martlesham Heath 
Ipswich 
Suffolk 
IP5 3QS 
  

mailto:SuffolkNPCC@suffolk.pnn.police.uk
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Introduction from Gareth Wilson, Chief Constable of Suffolk Constabulary 

 

Welcome to the candidates briefing pack for those interested in seeking election to the role of Police 

& Crime Commissioner.  I have been in post as either the Temporary or Substantive Chief Constable 

for just over a year now, and during that time I have found nothing but commitment by our staff to 

ensure the county remains a safer place in which to live, work, travel and invest.   

Without doubt, the past few years have been a significant challenge for the organisation, both in 

terms of proving our financial viability going forward and also by adapting to the changing nature of 

crime.  The force’s savings requirement has significantly reduced from £20.5m by 2020 to just under 

£7.5m by 2020, as a result of the much better than expected funding settlement from the Home 

Office, and the decision by the PCC to increase the precept by just less than 2% per annum in the 

next financial year.  Of the £7.5m savings target, there are already plans in place to save £6.2m, of 

which £5m will be delivered 2016-17.  This leaves a balance of savings to be achieved by 2020 of 

nearly £1.3m. 

Region 

The changes within the organisation have been far reaching.  Firstly, we have invested in the Eastern 

Region Special Operations Unit (ERSOU) to ensure we have a cost effective collaborative solution to 

deal with serious and organised crime that affects our communities in so many ways.  Examples of 

their support have been in terms of investigating complex economic crime, and assisting in 

operations tackling the sale of heroin on the streets of our towns by dealers travelling in from 

London, Norfolk/Suffolk.  We have been consistently complimented on our far reaching 

collaboration with Norfolk Constabulary both in terms of our financial savings, but most importantly 

in the effectiveness of that resource in the supply of Support Services such as HR and IT, and also in 

the provision of Specialist Crime and Uniform Operational Support dealing with a range of activities 

from intelligence collection, analysis and dissemination, through to the investigation of murder and 

manslaughter.  This collaboration has allowed us to remove £12.4m from our budget whilst ensuring 

we protect our communities through provision of an effective and efficient resource.   

Local Policing 

The most recent area of reform has been within Local Policing where we have taken the opportunity 

to radically reform our service delivery.  We recognised the changing demands being placed upon 

our organisation illustrated through the changing nature of crime and also calls for service from 

some of the most vulnerable in our communities.  Demand analysis both from the College of Policing 

and more locally assisted to identify the structure and resource required to adapt to meet these 

challenges. 

Our Strategic Assessment is the result of an analysis of our operational threats.  It highlights the 

following areas that are the highest threat to the Constabulary at the moment: 

 Child Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse 

 Domestic Abuse 
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 Online Crime 

 Sexual Offending and management of Registered Sex Offenders 

 Violence and exploitation emanating from drugs markets 

 Vulnerable adults 

Implementation of The Suffolk Local Policing Review (SLPR) will transform the operations of Suffolk 

Constabulary, whilst delivering savings. The re-design includes more efficient deployment of policing 

resources, and investment in better technology. This will be strengthened by stronger and more 

joined-up partnership working with other public services and the voluntary sector to reduce demand 

and create more innovative ways of working, for example, Fire and Rescue and Safer Stronger 

Suffolk Board. 

As a low cost Force, Suffolk Constabulary has been graded as good within the vast majority of 

Inspections by Her Majesty’s Inspector of Constabulary.  HMIC has given overall “good” grading, for 

the Inspection of Legitimacy, Effectiveness, Efficiency, and Leadership.  Areas for improvement were 

identified in relation to our ongoing financial viability and, along with 27 other Forces, Vulnerability.  

The work relating to the financial viability of the Force will, on the whole, be addressed as a result of 

the Local Policing Review.   HMIC did comment in the Efficiency Inspection that “the Constabulary’s 

control of its expenditure is good, with clear leadership and accountability processes in place”.  

Eight additional detectives and twelve staff investigators have been added into the Protecting 

Vulnerable People (PVP) directorate over the last year.  The detectives were moved from the 

Criminal Investigation Department to enhance the number of skilled investigators in the team, and 

the staff posts, which were funded through the £350k generated by the rise in council tax precept, 

were introduced with a focus on investigations in the areas of child abuse, vulnerable adult abuse, 

rape, serious sex offences and trafficking and exploitation. In August 2015 the County Policing 

Command also deployed its Priority Crime Teams to support the work of the dedicated rape and 

serious sexual offences teams.  The additional income of £830k generated by the PCC’s decision to 

raise the council tax precept for 2016/17 will contribute towards an additional 20 police officers who 

will be placed in investigative roles within the PVP Directorate. The improved funding allocation 

confirmed by the Home Office in December will enable the Constabulary to fund a further 10 officers 

and additional police staff roles to form a ‘Cyber Safer Neighbourhood Team’ within the new 

Incident and Crime Management Hub.  Staff within this team will have enhanced training and 

expertise in cyber and online crime, with particular focus on prevention and awareness raising 

amongst vulnerable groups such as young people. This complements the existing joint Cyber Crime 

Unit, which deals with more serious cases, and was formed following the reinvestment of over 

£635k across Norfolk and Suffolk to create this specialist team. 

Whilst the funding settlement has enabled a more stable platform for financial planning, the need 

for the organisation to continue to reform to meet the emerging challenges policing brings 

continues. There are real opportunities that exist, none better than the ability to recruit new 

officers, enabling us to strive to achieve our ambition of a more diverse and representative work 

force. 
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The recent budget settlement will not mean the Constabulary will now cease its journey of 

innovation and reform, quite the contrary.  We have ambitious plans to make both our support 

functions and our specialist policing functions more cost effective and efficient. 

Suffolk, together with Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Hertfordshire, Norfolk, Essex and Kent police 

forces are seeking to enhance frontline policing services by driving out further efficient and 

effectiveness in the most ambitious police collaboration programme in the country – the 7 Force 

Strategic Collaboration Programme. 

The Programme will develop business cases, across a range of functional areas (excluding local 

policing).  On a case by case basis the 7 Force Strategic Collaboration Programme will review policing 

capabilities to determine what can be delivered most efficiently and effectively through broader 

cross Force collaboration.  The business cases will be presented to the Chief Constables and PCCs for 

final decisions throughout the course of the Programme.    

More locally, we are working with the public sector within Suffolk to identify cost effective service 

delivery solutions. In 2014 Suffolk was successful in securing over £3m revenue funding from the 

Department for Communities and Local Governments Transformation Challenge Award fund.  This 

was one of the highest of the 3 awards made nationally.  DCLG were impressed with the bid’s focus 

of putting Suffolk residents at the heart of everything. 

A central component of my reform programme is that of technological innovation.  Investment has 

already taken place in the purchase of Athena which incorporates crime recording, intelligence, 

custody and case preparation and enhances sharing of criminal information across all Forces in the 

Athena family.  Such a system is long overdue and means for the first time we have a system that 

leads us from the recording of a crime through to the submission of case files to the Crown 

Prosecution Service.  We have also invested in an Enterprise Resource Planning System which has 

allowed us to save £2.2m from our budget year on year.  By cutting out duplication, providing self-

service functionality for officers and staff, and a single system of resource management. 

Mobile computer working is perhaps the most important project within Local Policing, and enables 

officers who have hitherto had to return to base to complete electronic forms the ability to 

complete such processes on computer terminals they carry around whilst on patrol.   

Automatic number plate recognition has seen £1.4m invested over the past few years and we now 

have 27 static camera sites and 38 vehicle borne systems within the Constabulary. 

Going forward, we are investing in an enhanced telephony system, body worn video, our website, 

and internal intranet to name but a few. 

Policing is, due to its very nature, a complex but thoroughly rewarding public service in which to 

work.  I hope you will find this document useful and will enable you to have a better understanding 

of my organisation, our current challenges, and our plans for meeting them.  Of course, my principal 

aim will be to work with you to ensure delivery of the Police and Crime Plan. 
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POLICING IN SUFFOLK 

 

It is strongly recommended that candidates for the office of Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) 

familiarise themselves with the Policing Protocol Order 2011. This document provides detailed 

information on the role of the PCC, the Police and Crime Panel and the relationship between the PCC 

and Chief Constable. 

This can be found at http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/police/pcc/policing-

protocol/policing-protocol-order?view=Binary 

Our Vision 

 

Please note: 

Over the past year the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) and the Constabulary 

have worked to develop a vision for the delivery of policing services for the community of Suffolk 

over the next 5-10 years.  The vision sets out the underpinning principles and what this means for 

our staff, partners and the public. 

Our Vision: 

“Making Suffolk a safer place to live, work, travel and invest”. 

Five Underpinning Principles 

1. Suffolk Constabulary is a sovereign force and as such it will not be subject of merger with 

any other police force.  The concept of Safer Neighbourhood Teams will be at the heart of 

our policing model. 

2. The collaborative venture with Norfolk Constabulary is essential for the future of Suffolk 

Constabulary and as such we are totally committed to that collaboration. It is acknowledged 

that structurally this venture has incorporated the vast majority of functions that benefit 

from being delivered collaboratively. We accept that there will be future opportunities to 

further develop this model, recognising that further potential saving opportunities may exist 

through increased collaboration across the region, provided it increases the efficiency and 

effectiveness of Suffolk Constabulary.  

3. Managing our Demand - Prevention is seen as pivotal to the future policing model, as is a 

focus on reducing the demand placed upon the organisation. The following bullet points 

highlight those areas we will focus on to enable such demand reduction and better 

efficiency:- 

 We are totally committed to breaking down the barriers within the public sector in Suffolk 

to ensure a seamless and effective service to our communities; 

http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/police/pcc/policing-protocol/policing-protocol-order?view=Binary
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/police/pcc/policing-protocol/policing-protocol-order?view=Binary
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 We will invest in technological innovation to ensure our staff and communities have access 

to the best and most effective solutions that allow either, delivery of quality services to the 

public and, or, for the public to be empowered to resolve community’s issues through self-

help. Achieved through:- 

o Enhancing the communities ability to gain access to us; 

o Work with the public to enable them to solve issues of local concern; 

o Engaging with communities to enable them to tell us what matters; 

o Maximising assistance from the public to assist in investigations.  

 Maintain and develop a culture of Prevention within the Constabulary which will ensure, 

not only demand reduction, but continued proactive success;  

 We recognise our pivotal role in making Suffolk ‘A safer place to live, work, travel and 

invest’. The Constabulary will work tirelessly with our public sector partners to ensure the 

county achieves its ambitions. To achieve this we will;  

o Work with other public sector bodies to provide a seamless front line service to our 

communities; 

o Work with other public sector bodies to provide a joint service desk that will ensure 

our communities have a single point of access for support; 

o Explore and agree a definition of community safety and how as a county we will 

implement it. 

4. We will effectively use our resources by implementing a budgeting system that is linked to 

our priorities. We will seek to develop this work to include the broader public sector to 

ensure this meets our communities’ needs.  

5. Optimise the Digital Strategy, including the implementation of Athena, and adapt our 

operating model to maximise the benefits. 

 For our staff this will mean: 

 You will have a defined Policing Vision and Mission that enables delivery of the objectives of 

the Police and Crime Plan. 

 We will ensure our staff at all levels of the organisation are highly effective leaders who can 

deal with operational incidents, as well as leading the organisation through change. 

 We will equip our leaders with the best available training to enable successful delivery of the 

Policing Vision and Mission. 

 We will be more reflective of the communities we serve.  

 You have confidence in your leaders, and you are confident in your skills and the equipment 

provided. 
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 You will be inspired to be driven by our values, empowered to use discretion and make 

value-based decisions.  

 We will be flexible and adapt to changing crime types. 

 You will be recognised for your talents and developed to be the best you can be. 

 As partnerships will be more fundamental to the outlook of our organisation, we will seek 

every opportunity for joint delivery and shared outcomes, will encourage active participation 

and involvement from our communities in new imaginative ways, and will ensure you have 

the knowledge, expertise and confidence to deliver services in such a way. 

 Recognising there will be less staff you will have to be flexible, adaptable and omni 

competent. 

 You will have a greater understanding of the organisation with a clear understanding of how 

to access specialist advice when required. 

 We will be taking a proactive and preventative approach to policing and this will enable us to 

reduce demand on the organisation. 

 You will have a better understanding of the resources provided in the county to enable good 

decisions to be made to reduce demand. 

 We will provide you with the technology you require to be effective in your role and 

maximise your visibility within the community. 

 We will use technology to enable us to maintain a modern, agile and flexible workforce. 

 We will have exploited the digital strategy to ensure we optimise our technological solutions 

now and in the future. 

 Recognising the need for our officers and staff to make well informed decisions, we will 

provide the technology enabling this to be achieved. 

 We will recruit our staff with the skills required to deal with current and future needs. 

For our public this will mean: 

 The foundation of our policing model will remain focussed upon serving local communities 

with identifiable individuals. 

o This will involve us working closely in partnership with the broader public sector and 

other partners to provide an integrated service; 

o We will resolve issues of concern at the earliest opportunity; 

o We will be accessible to members of the community ensuring we exploit technology 

as well as retaining the ability to provide face to face contact where appropriate; 

o We will continue to protect our communities whilst providing a 24/7 emergency 

response; 
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o We will be part of your community helping you to solve local issues of concern. 

o We will use technology that will enable you to: 

 Enhance your ability to be able to gain access to us; 

 Provide you with useful information to enable you to solve issues of local 

concern; 

 Tell us about things that matter to you; and 

 Assist in investigations. 

 You will receive a quality, professional, and people-focussed service. 

 We will deliver our services in line with the priorities set out within the Police and Crime 

Plan.  

 We need to define our policing services within the Police & Crime Plan.  

 We will have the ability to provide specialist policing services which we will have developed 

with other forces and organisations both nationally and regionally. 

 You will be served by a highly trained and effective workforce. 

 This will mean a clear opportunity to influence the policing service you receive and in return 

we will provide you with a better understanding of all of those wider needs of your 

community. 

 You will be assured that we provide value for money and we will be transparent in how we 

spend it. 

 We will patrol where you live and work, as well as having an on-line presence, balancing the 

resources in your community to catch criminals, prevent crime, provide reassurance and 

keep you safe. 

 We will have clearly outlined our new policing model, the emphasis upon self-help and 

demand reduction, problem solving through community solutions and seek your support. 

 In ensuring we provide an effective police response for you we would ask that you utilise the 

new services. 

 We will work with you to ensure you have an understanding of our principles of self-help 

and how we can assist in providing community solutions to your issues. 

 When you call us for service we will use our professionalism and expertise to ensure that the 

response to your incident is matched against the level of threat, risk and harm presented. 

 Volunteering – We would like to encourage you to and enable us to use the skills and 

expertise you have to support our policing mission. 
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For our partners this will mean: 

 We will work effectively with our partners to ensure that public sector resources are spent 
for the greater good and benefit of the community. 
 

 We will work effectively to ensure our resources are tasked and coordinated together with 
partner agencies and focussed on prevention and solving problems within local 
communities. 
 
 

 We are committed to engaging with partners, pooling budgets where necessary, to provide a 
seamless public sector solution to community needs. 
 

 The understanding of core policing responsibility and shared public sector responsibilities to 
ensure the most appropriate single agency or integrated response. 

 

 We will work effectively with our partners to enable public services in Suffolk to be 
transformed and modernised to deliver an effective service. 

 

 We will ensure we understand collective public sector demand, and our resources will work 
collectively together to ensure community outcomes. 

 

 Partnerships will be more fundamental to the outlook of the organisation, and we will 
develop Omni competent staff to deliver shared public sector outcomes. 

 

 We will work with partners to set a clear and compelling strategic vison focussed on 
prevention with a shared set of outcomes to stop things happening in the first place – low 
cost problem solving in favour of the high cost crisis intervention. 
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THE SUFFOLK POLICING ENVIRONMENT 

 

Suffolk is a rural county of eastern England with a land area of 1,466 square miles.  Located about 60 
miles north east of London, it is bordered by Norfolk to the north, Cambridgeshire to the west and 
Essex to the south. The North Sea marks the eastern border of the county. 

(See Figure 1 - Principal police stations are marked in blue). 

 

Figure 1 

Geography and Infrastructure 

 

Ipswich is the largest town and is the major economic, social and cultural hub of the county. 
Lowestoft, Bury St. Edmunds, Newmarket and Felixstowe also present specific policing needs related 
to the nature of their industries, such as tourism in Lowestoft, the horse racing industry in 
Newmarket and Britain’s biggest and busiest seaport in Felixstowe. 

The total population of Suffolk is 738,512, and has grown by 9.5% since 2002. The age profile in 
Suffolk is changing. In particular the number of older people is increasing rapidly, with an estimated 
22.1% of the population aged 65 or more in mid-2014 (compared to 17.6% for England as a whole). 
The proportion of residents aged 65 and over is predicted to rise, in 2021 it is estimated 24.5% of 
Suffolk residents will be 65 and over (compared to 19.1% for England). This creates unique policing 
challenges in that whilst the elderly are less likely to be a victim of crime, the consequences are 
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often far worse, making this a vulnerable group requiring enhanced commitment in respect of our 
reassurance and visibility.1  

The county’s ethnic make-up is predominantly white British. Based on 2011 census data,  4.7% 
(34,968) of the population were from black or minority ethnic backgrounds, nearly double the 
percentage in 2001 (2.8% or 16,520). Ipswich is more multicultural with 11.1% of its residents from 
an ethnic group other than white, but the percentage is much lower in the remainder of the county. 
Babergh and Mid Suffolk have the lowest proportions at 2.2%2. The Constabulary has responded to 
the changing nature of Suffolk’s population by ensuring policies take account of equality and 
diversity.  

Suffolk contains several sites of policing significance including: The Port of Felixstowe, British 
Telecom Research and Development facility, two US Air Force Bases and Sizewell B nuclear power 
station. The process to decommission Sizewell A is ongoing, whilst the agreement to develop 
Sizewell C will bring additional demands in terms of a temporary increase to the local population as 
well as the continuance of routine policing. 

On 21 October 2015, EDF Energy and China General Nuclear Power Corporation (CGN) signed a 
Strategic Investment Agreement for the building and operation of Sizewell C’s sister project in 
Somerset, Hinkley Point C (HPC). Subject to some further steps which will allow a Final Investment 
Decision to be taken on HPC, work will begin on the Somerset site to build the UK’s first nuclear 
power station since Sizewell B. The announcement also marked an agreement for a wider UK 
partnership to take forward the development for both the Sizewell C and Bradwell B power station 
projects. Under the agreement EDF Energy will take an 80% share in Sizewell C, with CGN taking a 
20% stake. Subject to receiving all the appropriate consents and permissions, including planning 
consent, the construction and operation of Sizewell C would require a final investment decision, like 
HPC. As part of the planning process, EDF’s initial proposals for Sizewell C were published in 
November 2012 and the first round of formal consultation with local communities has already taken 
place. There will be a second stage of consultation forthcoming. 

In January 2015 the United States Air Force (USAF) announced it would be leaving RAF Mildenhall by 
2022. The Ministry of Defence are planning to build 4,000 new homes.  More than 4,000 US and UK 
nationals work at the base, with the USAF estimating it was worth $331m (£219M) to the local 
economy in 2013-14. 

The transport infrastructure includes direct train routes to London from various stations in the 
county. The A14, A12 and A11 are key roads that require specialist roads policing to ensure key 
arterial routes continue to flow.  

Although unemployment and worklessness rates in Suffolk are generally lower than nationally, wage 
rates are persistently lower. When broken down by industrial sector, Suffolk has a similar 
composition of employment to England and Wales. However, at Local Authority level there are some 
variations. The presence of the two largest US Air Force bases in the UK (Lakenheath and Mildenhall) 
in Forest Heath provide employment for many, as do the UK armed forces bases at Honnington, 
Wattisham and Woodbridge.  

Several of Suffolk’s districts and boroughs have above average employment in production, the vast 
majority of which refers to manufacturing activities. St Edmundsbury and Waveney in particular 
have a large proportion of employment in production. Transport and communications is a vital 
sector in Suffolk Coastal. Employment data indicates that over a quarter (26.8%) of Suffolk 

                                                           
1 State of Suffolk Report 2015 
2 State of Suffolk Report 2015 
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employees are employed in public administration, education and health occupations (Nomis 2015). 
This area could be susceptible to future public sector cuts. 3 

Ipswich has undergone an extensive rebuilding and regeneration programme primarily centred on 
the waterfront. The former industrial dock has become an emerging residential, commercial and 
social centre, which includes the University Campus Suffolk (UCS). More recently, the Tower 
Ramparts Shopping Centre has been redeveloped, and the Buttermarket Shopping Centre is 
undergoing a programme of re-development to include a cinema, and various new restaurant 
chains. These projects are part of the Ipswich Town Centre ‘Master Plan’ which aims to enhance, 
remodel and develop the town centre.  

UCS currently sits under two validating universities (University of East Anglian and University of 
Essex). However, UCS is bidding to achieve independent university status from the Higher Education 
Funding Council for England. UCS is currently preparing applications for both Institutional 
Designation and University Title. The timescales for these final stages of the Independence Project 
are yet to be determined, but it is thought the earliest full independence could be secured is 
September 2016.4 

Ipswich Town Football Club also creates a policing demand met through the deployment of 
appropriately trained officers and staff drawn from across the county for those matches which are 
assessed to require a police presence. A range of other events across the county also creates 
additional demands for service such as the Suffolk Show, the Latitude Music Festival and the 
Newmarket Races.  

Suffolk has areas which are identified on the English Indices of Deprivation 2010 (ID 2010) which 
measure deprivation in seven main dimensions: income; employment; health and disability; 
education, skills and training; barriers to housing and services; crime; and living environment. 
Deprivation in much of Suffolk remains low. Over half of the county is ranked in the 40% least 
deprived in England. Only 7.7% of the county is classified among the 20% most deprived areas in the 
country, a slight increase on the position in 2007. All the areas of Suffolk ranked in the bottom 
quartile of national deprivation are within Ipswich and Lowestoft but there are pockets of higher 
deprivation in many towns including Mildenhall, Newmarket, Haverhill, Bury St. Edmunds, Sudbury, 
Stowmarket, Felixstowe and Beccles.  

Rural deprivation is a particular issue in Suffolk, where pockets of deprivation are masked by areas of 
relative affluence, a situation which may serve to exclude people more. In 2011, The Suffolk 
Foundation commissioned a report ‘Hidden Needs: hidden deprivation and community need in 
Suffolk’ which identified ten pockets of rural deprivation which were amongst the 10% most 
deprived in the East of England (Fenton et al. 2011).The data in the Indices of Deprivation 2010 is 
now over five years old. Since 2010 government policies relating to the economy, benefits system 
and housing market in England will have produced changes in the distribution of deprivation in 
Suffolk that may not be reflected in the figures.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
3 State of Suffolk Report, 2015 
4 www.ucs.ac.uk 
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Strategic Assessment - Summary 

 

The strategic assessment is an analysis of the short and medium term local and national policing 

contexts and a semi-quantitative assessment of operational threats within police business areas. Its 

principal purpose is to guide strategic planning, including the creation and prioritisation of projects, 

resources and budget setting. Crime is complex and threat assessments are common practice among 

law enforcement agencies across the world. 

Findings are best summarised in two portions: the policing context and the results of the threat 

assessment. 

Context 

 Crime is changing from traditional property crime to online facilitated crime and 

increased reporting of exploitation, violence and sexual abuse. 

 

 While policing is not high on the national political agenda, scrutiny on the service 

remains intense, with particular focus on integrity, efficiency and effectiveness. The 

latter element is under critical examination in the national media with regard to historic 

sex abuse cases. 

Threats 

The following are the highest threat business areas for Suffolk Constabulary (not in order): 

 Child Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse; 

 Domestic Abuse; 

 Online Crime; 

 Sexual Offending and management of Registered Sex Offenders; 

 Violence and exploitation emanating from drugs markets; 

 Vulnerable adults. 

The threat assessment analysis identified an increasingly complex picture of relationships between 

threats meaning that it is difficult to suggest standalone responses to each threat. 

The Constabulary has planned to reintroduce a form of “Control Strategy”. This strategy should be 

the focal point for operational planning for Norfolk, Suffolk and Joint Departments. It should focus 

on two thematic groups of threats: 1) sexual crime & exploitation and 2) violent crime (accepting 

that these are often interrelated threats). 

Within the strategy, plans have been developed for Threat Offenders, Victims at Risk and Harmful 

Locations. These plans should encompass those particular people and places evidenced by data 

analysis in the threat assessment:  

Threat Offenders: Registered Sex Offenders, Organised Crime Groups, Domestic Abusers, and High 

Harm Offenders. 
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Victims at Risk: Vulnerable adults (elderly in care, sex workers, mentally unwell, domestic victims, 

hard to reach communities) and Vulnerable Children (children in care, children in abusive 

households). 

Harmful Locations: Online, Care Homes, Street markets for drugs, sex work and night time 

economies and Abusive households. 

 

Policing within Suffolk Constabulary 

 

Suffolk Constabulary is made up of many departments working together to help keep the residents 

of Suffolk safe.  Our work is complimented by specialist support from agencies such as the National 

Crime Agency (NCA), Counter Terrorism Intelligence Unit (CTIU) and Eastern Region Special 

Operations Unit (ERSOU), together with our collaboration with Norfolk Constabulary.  

National Crime Agency (NCA) 

 

The NCA became operational in 2013 and has a role to disrupt and bring to justice those serious and 

organised criminals who present the highest risk to the UK.  Organised crime and cybercrime are 

some of the greatest threats to our national security.  The NCA supports operational activity, 

providing a range of specialist capabilities to help deliver criminal justice outcomes, recover assets 

and prevent and disrupt criminal activity. 

The NCA also has the power to direct chief officers of police forces and law enforcement agencies in 

England and Wales to undertake specific operational tasks to assist the NCA or other partners. 

Counter Terrorist Intelligence Unit (CTIU) 

 

The CTIU are involved in the disruption and detection of terrorist activity and has close links 

between local police and the communities they serve.  CTIU also work at airports and ports in 

conjunction with the UK Border Agency. 

The Unit engages with all communities, Local Authorities, higher education and universities, in order 

to prevent violent extremism.  The unit also offers specialist protective security advice to locations 

deemed to be at greater risk from terrorism. 

Within Suffolk our Special Branch provides the local Counter Terrorism (CT) policing response, 

working closely with CTIU. 
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Eastern Region Special Operations Unit (ERSOU) 

 

ERSOU was established in 2010 to deliver an increased response to tackling the threat of organised 
crime across six police forces in the Eastern Region.  ERSOU is one of 10 Regional Organised Crime 
Units (ROCU) that sit across England and Wales.  The unit is made up of resources from 
Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Norfolk and Suffolk. The unit creates additional 
specialist capability across the region through effective partnership and collaboration to make the 
region a place hostile to organised crime. 

These units comprise of a number of highly specialised teams including specialist support units, an 
undercover unit, confidential unit, covert protection unit, regional intelligence and the regional asset 
recovery team.  ERSOU has embedded partners from Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs, UK 
Border Force and the National Crime Agency working within it. 

The Eastern Region Intelligence Unit (ERIU) has a role to identify where an intervention needs to be 
made to prevent harm locally by identifying the supply chain of criminal activity and stemming the 
source, be that drugs, people trafficking or illegal firearms.  This timely intervention works to protect 
local communities. 

The Regional Asset Recovery Team (RART) forms part of ERSOU and supports operations by 
conducting financial investigations devised to support Senior Investigating Officer’s (SIO) overall 
investigative strategies whilst providing options relating to money laundering indictments and 
confiscation.  The Asset Confiscation Enforcement (ACE) Team sits within the unit to support all 
areas of enforcement and confiscation orders granted against individuals under the Proceeds of 
Crime Act, Criminal Justice Act and Drug Trafficking Act legislation. 

The Money Laundering Investigation Team (MLIT) are a team of highly trained detectives who 
investigate complex money laundering offences on behalf of the constituent forces of ERSOU, whilst 
also providing advice and guidance to local officers on financial crime investigations. 

The Cybercrime Unit contributes towards the provision of a safer and more secure cyber 
environment, in support of the National Cyber Security Strategy, that enhances trust and confidence 
in the Eastern Region as a place to live and conduct business.  They tackle those responsible for the 
most serious incidents of computer intrusion, distribution of malicious code, denial of service attack, 
ransom ware/ Crypto locker type crime and internet-enabled fraud. 

Suffolk’s contribution to ERSOU in 2015/16 is £1,834,000. The overall 2015/16 budget for ERSOU is 
£11,565,000, with the balance of the other contributions coming from Norfolk, Bedfordshire, 
Hertfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Essex.  

Suffolk is able to call upon all of these specialist capabilities to keep our county safe and secure for 
our communities. 
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Eastern Region Counties Collaboration 

 

Background 

Suffolk, together with Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Hertfordshire, Norfolk, Essex and Kent police 

forces are seeking to enhance frontline policing services by driving out further efficiency and 

effectiveness in the most ambitious police collaboration programme in the country – The 7 Force 

Strategic Collaboration Programme.  

Savings of £217M have already been made between 2011/12 and 2014/15 from local police budgets. 

Compared with 2010, there are now 1,829 fewer police officers across the 7 counties, 1,911 fewer 

police staff and 426 fewer PCSOs. This is a reduction in total policing headcount of 4,166.  The 

delivery of all our ‘back and middle office’ functions have been totally transformed since 2010, 

driving out efficiencies in support of sustaining front line public service delivery. 

Due to a combination of budgetary pressures, further recurring savings of at least £116M per year 

are required by 2020 across the 7 Forces and the Home Secretary has reiterated that more police 

reform is needed. In some quarters further savings are needed to sustain frontline policing services 

and there is an additional desire of all forces to invest in growing areas of demand such as child 

sexual exploitation, counter terrorism, fraud and tackling internet enabled crime.   

 Existing Police Collaboration  

There is a significant history of successful collaboration since 2007 across our seven Forces in a wide 

range of operational and ‘back office’ functions.  Details of our Norfolk/Suffolk collaboration are 

contained within this briefing.  Separate briefings can be provided on others by local force 

partnerships namely: Beds/Cambs/Herts, Kent/Essex and the Eastern Region Special Operations Unit 

(ERSOU).  

In addition to these partnership enterprises all 7 forces are implementing the same core policing IT 

system of Athena: a fully integrated single policing database incorporating the key policing functions 

of: intelligence, investigation, custody and case preparation for court. Athena will form part of the 

bedrock for further collaborative opportunities.  

7 Force Strategic Collaboration Programme 

Given the universal desire to invest in further service improvements and to be as efficient and 

effective as possible with finite budgets, the 7 Chief Constables and 7 Police and Crime 

Commissioners have initiated the Seven Force Strategic Collaboration Programme.  

The overarching aim of the Programme is to deliver enhanced: 

 Public Service; 

 Efficiency; 
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 Effectiveness; 

 Value for Money; 

 Savings. 

The Programme will develop business cases across a range of functional areas (excluding local 

policing). On a case by case basis the 7 Force Strategic Collaboration Programme will review policing 

capabilities to determine what can be delivered most efficiently and effectively through broader 

cross force collaboration. The business cases will be presented to the Chief Constables and PCCs for 

final decisions throughout the course of the Programme.  

A budget of £1.35m was agreed in January 2016 for the annual cost of the Programme – this is 

primarily salary costs of the Programme team - and a Police Innovation Fund bid has been submitted 

to the Home Office to request 49% funding of that budget. The Programme has currently been 

approved to run until 31st March 2017 when a determination can be made as to whether it offers 

good value for money and should be continued. 

Any requests for further information from PCC candidates about the 7 Force Strategic Collaboration 

Programme should be directed (through appropriate local Force liaison points) to the Programme 

Director, Deputy Chief Constable Julia Wortley, Julia.wortley@essex.pnn.police.uk 
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Structure Chart 

Local Policing and our Collaboration with Norfolk Constabulary 

 

The chart below shows the governance and accountability structure for the Chief Constable, senior 

officers and senior departmental managers. 

 

 

Figure 2 
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Local Policing 

 

 

 

Figure 3 

 

COUNTY POLICING COMMAND (CPC) 

Local policing and responding to the policing needs and concerns of local communities is the 
cornerstone of the Constabulary. The current CPC Policing Model was introduced in 2012 and has 
recently been reviewed with changes planned for implementation in April 2016. Both the current 
and future structures have been designed using evidence from the public and our partners to ensure 
that we meet their needs and target our resources to tackle those places that generate the most 
crime and ASB.  

The County Policing Command (CPC) manages local policing from a single command. This builds on 
the success of our previous structures whilst introducing new elements so we preserve frontline 
capacity and at the same time make significant savings.  

The County Policing Commander, holding the rank of Chief Superintendent, heads the CPC. In terms 
of the operational policing structure, the county is divided into three strategic commands (East, 
West and Ipswich) each led by a Superintendent responsible for Neighbourhood Response Teams 
(NRT) and Safer Neighbourhood Teams (SNT) on their areas. The CPC also delivers the Contact and 
Control Room (CCR) and Community Safety Team led by a Superintendent and the Criminal 
Investigations Department (CID) headed by a Detective Superintendent which delivers investigations 
into more serious and complex crimes and pro-active units. The CPC also includes the Protecting 
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Vulnerable People Department (PVP) headed by a Detective Superintendent which leads on 
domestic abuse, child abuse, protecting vulnerable adults and serious sexual offences. 

Demand facing policing in Suffolk and nationally is changing. A shift towards specialist crime areas, 
including crime affecting the most vulnerable in society has been identified. There has been a 
significant increase in areas including serious sexual offences, mental health and online crime. 

Our savings requirement has reduced from £20.5m by 2020 to nearly £7.5m by 2020, as a result of 
the much better than expected funding settlement from the Home Office, and the plan to increase 
the precept by just less than 2% per annum. Of the £7.5m savings target, there are already plans in 
place to save £6.2m, of which £5.0m will be delivered in 2016-17. This leaves a balance of savings to 
be achieved by 2020 of nearly £1.3m. 

Implementation of Phase 2a of The Suffolk Local Policing Review will transform the operations of 
Suffolk Constabulary, whilst delivering savings of £2.7m in 2016-17. 

The re-design includes more efficient deployment of policing resources, and investment in the best 
technology.  This will be strengthened by stronger and more joined-up partnership working with 
other public services and the voluntary sector to reduce demand and create more innovative ways 
of working. 

NRTs provide the primary response capability for the Constabulary to most calls for assistance from 
members of the public.  They are based at 9 locations around the county and are directed and 
controlled by the CCR based at Suffolk Police Headquarters. 

SNTs are embedded within local communities, and are the bedrock of the policing model within the 
county providing each home, business and community in Suffolk with a dedicated policing team. 
SNTs work in partnership with local authorities and other public sector and voluntary organisations 
to address local concerns through a problem-solving approach. 

From April 2016 there will be 9 locality areas and 18 Safer Neighbourhood Teams (SNTs). Each of the 
9 locality areas will have a dedicated Inspector to work with partners and co-ordinate the police 
response to tackle ASB problems and reduce demand. From April 2016 there will be 10 dedicated 
duty Inspectors to manage operational policing requirements, allowing the 9 locality Inspectors to be 
dedicated to their role. 

In the new model, SNT officers and staff will fulfil core roles that respond to demand, and are 
adapted to each locality team. These roles are: 

 Vulnerability and Safeguarding (domestic abuse, victim support, hate crime/mate crime, 
cybercrime, and supporting members of society with additional needs); 

 Community Engagement (dealing with local issues and concerns and looking at areas such as 
emerging communities, schools and youth engagements, Community Speed Watch and 
Prevent;) 

 Demand Management (mental health, Suffolk Family Focus, anti-social behaviour (ASB) and 
licensing); 

 Crime Reduction (retail crime, rural crime, Shop Watch, Farm Watch and business crime). 
 

Our NRT’s and SNT’s are supported by local investigation CID resources and pro-active teams 
tackling more serious local crime. From April 2016 this will include a centrally based Incident and 
Crime Management Hub (ICMH) which will work with the CCR to effectively deal with non-
emergency calls for service. Where possible the ICMH will resolve non-emergency calls for service 
through swift access to an officer or member of police staff on the phone, and manage desk based 
investigations. The ICMH will be supported by area based investigators in Neighbourhood Support 
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Teams (NST) for investigations to be completed using diary appointments at a time convenient to 
the victim. 

The Protecting Vulnerable People (PVP) Directorate has a wide responsibility dealing with some of 
the most vulnerable victims within the County.  Investigations include those involving adult abuse, 
child abuse, domestic abuse, honour based abuse, public protection (management of registered sex 
offenders), prostitution, child sexual exploitation and human trafficking. The PVP Directorate is 
comprised of experienced and professional officers and staff, many of whom have specialist training 
in investigating crimes against vulnerable victims of sexual and violent crime. Eight additional 
detectives and twelve staff investigators have been added into the Protecting Vulnerable People 
(PVP) directorate over the last year.  In August 2015 the County Policing Command also deployed its 
Priority Crime Teams to support the work of the dedicated rape and serious sexual offences teams. 

 Call Handling 

Suffolk Constabulary has a centralised Contact and Control Room (CCR) which manages almost 
80,000 emergency calls and 180,000 non-emergency enquiries per annum, and is the first point of 
command for all major incidents in the county.  

In April 2015 the CCR adopted a new call assessment model known as THRIVE (Threat/ Harm/ Risk/ 
Investigation/Vulnerability/Engagement) which allows the CCR to manage demand from the first 
point of call through to resolution.  999 calls are routed from BT direct into the CCR. 101 (Non- 
emergency) calls are routed through an auto attendant, which allows the caller to accept a small 
number of options to be passed directly to departments that receive a higher volume of calls. During 
the busier parts of the day the Constabulary operate a switchboard service, which will then route 
calls to the most appropriate place in the Constabulary. Outside of the switchboard operating hours 
calls are routed from the auto attendant into the CCR. CCR staff will assess calls with consideration 
to threat, risk and harm, and may create an incident log on the Constabularies command and control 
system. Incidents are then graded according to priority.  

Not all incidents will be attended by Police resources and where appropriate incidents will be 
resolved at the point of call or by follow up contact by telephone. 
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Resources 

 

PEOPLE 

Suffolk has a diverse community and we want to ensure we keep people safe, while meeting the 
different needs of all communities across Suffolk.  

Suffolk Constabulary workforce has 2.08% BME (Black and Minority Ethnic) representation and 
4.13% BME volunteers.  We are working with the Ipswich and Suffolk Council for Racial Equality 
(ISCRE) to be more representative of the community we serve. 

Suffolk Constabulary has once again been ranked in Britain’s top 100 employers for lesbian, gay and 
bisexual staff, improving its ranking by 58 positions and becoming the highest ranking police force.  
The Workplace Equality Index, developed by Stonewall, the gay equality charity, has ranked Suffolk 
Constabulary in 15th place in its index of Top 100 Employers. 

Police Officers 

As at 1 April 2016 Suffolk Constabulary has 1095.5 FTE (full time equivalent) police officers.  There 
are discussions ongoing regarding 4 temporary funded posts within Roads Policing with funding from 
the Roadsafe Board. 

Police Community Support Officers (PCSO’s) 

As at 1 April 2016 we will have 107 PCSOs, breakdown5 as follows: 

(1) 92 PCSOs – This includes 3 Suffolk Family Focus PCSOs, a Lowestoft BID PCSO and the Sam Ward 
PCSO (school); 

(2) 12 match-funded posts. This relates to further arrangements for 12 months match-funding with 
existing sponsors. Please note, this work is ongoing; 

(3) 3 Schools PCSOs: One based in each of the three Areas, i.e. East, West and South, funded via the 
precept increase.  

Police staff 

As at 1 April 2016 Suffolk constabulary has 890.73* FTE  

Special Constabulary 

The Suffolk Special Constabulary current establishment is 245 officers who have collectively 
completed over 50,529 hours in the last 12 months.  Special Constables are volunteers who come 
from all walks of life to reflect the diverse culture of the county of Suffolk.  They work alongside 
regular police officers, providing extra resilience, particularly during periods of peak demand. They 
have full police powers and play an integral role with the organisation.  The Special Constabulary has 
its own rank structure, from Special Chief Officer down to Special Constable.  Applicants are 
recruited from the age of 18 years, following assessment centre, and once successful complete a 10 
weekend training programme. All Special Constables are required to complete a minimum of 16 duty 
hours per month. 

                                                           
* further posts will be removed as part of tranche 13 
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Police Support Volunteers (PSV) 

Police Support Volunteers bring flexibility, diversity and improve community links.  PSV’s enhance 
and support the organisation by covering a wide variety of roles such as CCTV operators, drivers, role 
players (involved with officer training), Human Resource (HR) support, force chaplains, volunteers on 
horseback plus many more.  PSV Volunteers are welcomed from a wide variety of backgrounds with 
various skills and experience.  Our aim is to recruit PSV’s into all aspects of our service.  The five 
principles of the PSV scheme in Suffolk are: 

 Releasing Police Officer time; 

 Improving links with the Community; 

 Increasing public confidence; 

 Delivering a customer focussed service; 

 Providing a service we do not provide at present. 

Suffolk Constabulary currently has 131 PSV’s who have completed 10,000 hours in the last 12 
months.  The Police Support Volunteer Scheme is managed alongside the Special Constabulary by 
the Specials and Volunteers team. 

We are closely examining the content of the new Police and Crime Bill which, amongst other things, 
includes proposals to enhance powers for volunteers and police staff. 

Community Speedwatch  

Community Speedwatch is managed by the Community Safety Team. There are around 600 people 
registered with the scheme. They are teams of local residents who monitor speeding in and around 
their villages. 

Volunteer Cadet Scheme 

Suffolk Constabulary is committed to engaging with children and young people to ensure that they 
have the opportunity to lead rewarding and productive lives. Young people have a lot to offer the 
community and the police service. It is important to recognise that the majority of young people are 
not involved in crime or Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) and are responsible, law-abiding citizens who 
make a positive contribution to their community. 

The aims of Suffolk Constabulary Volunteer Police Cadets are: - 

 To promote and encourage a practical interest in policing among young people; 

 To provide training which will encourage positive leadership within communities; 

 To encourage the spirit of adventure and develop qualities of leadership and good 
citizenship. 

Cadets are recruited between the age ranges of 13 to 16 years but are allowed to remain as a cadet 
until their 18th birthday.  

Each unit maintains around 25% of available cadet places for those young people deemed as being 
vulnerable or at risk of offending/re-offending, with the aim being to educate and divert them from 
criminality, thereby minimising their vulnerability. 

Work is currently ongoing with Suffolk Fire and Rescue Service to further develop the cadet scheme 
into the Emergency Service Cadet scheme and so far one scheme is being run as a joint scheme. 
Locations are: 
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Ipswich; 

Martlesham (Felixstowe/Woodbridge); 

Sudbury; 

Bury St Edmunds; 

Lowestoft 

Haverhill – (joint Police/Fire Service). 

The Martlesham, Lowestoft and Bury St Edmunds schemes will be converted to joint Police and Fire 
Service schemes by 31 March 2016.  New schemes will be launched at Mildenhall, Stowmarket and 
Beccles.  All three new schemes will be launched by 31 May 2016. 

Volunteer Groups 

Suffolk Constabulary has close links to many other voluntary groups throughout the county including 
the Neighbourhood Watch scheme (NHW), which has been extended to include initiatives such as 
Rural Watch, Business Watch, Horse Watch and Marine Watch. The NHW brings people together to 
work alongside the Police in making local communities more safe and secure. Run by the 
community, these groups of committed volunteers are supported by staff within the Community 
Safety Department who provide support, help and guidance to existing schemes and in setting up 
new schemes. The main aims of the NHW include prevention and reduction of crime, helping to 
provide reassurance to communities, providing appropriate and up-to-date crime reduction advice 
and to act as a channel of communication between the Police and the community and vice-versa. In 
addition, the Constabulary supports 445 members of the public who have formed Community 
Speedwatch Schemes across the county supported with funding from the PCC. These schemes work 
with their local Safer Neighbourhood Teams to conduct community traffic speed checks and whilst 
there is no legal enforcement, any driver observed speeding is sent a warning letter highlighting the 
danger of actions. As of December 2015, 5833 letters had been sent out by volunteer coordinators 
who work within the Community Safety Department. 
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Premises 

 

Suffolk Constabulary’s headquarters was built in the mid-1970s on a 27-acre site at Martlesham to 
the east of Ipswich. The site is in the freehold ownership of the Office of Police and Crime 
Commissioner for Suffolk.  

Some 56 buildings support the policing structure across the county, along with a fleet of 490 vehicles 
and a modern ICT infrastructure.  

Buildings (freehold, leasehold, and shared) range from small offices in shared premises, safer 
neighbourhood and response bases to major facilities in the large urban centres such as Ipswich 
(where a facility which is jointly owned and shared with Suffolk County Council – Landmark House – 
opened in summer 2012). There are also six custody suites referred to as Police Investigation Centres 
(PICs) recently provided across Suffolk and Norfolk and shared by Suffolk and Norfolk 
Constabularies, acquired under a 30-year Private Finance Initiative (PFI).  

In recent years the Constabulary has opened 5 shared police and fire stations on the sites of the 
original fire stations. Those are in Framlingham, Debenham, Elmswell, Ixworth and Woodbridge. 

Estates Strategy  

The Constabulary is developing a new Estates Strategy aimed at providing the right type and size of 
buildings in the right locations whilst reducing associated running costs.  

It is important that we work closely with our partners to see how we can share or maximise the use 
of property assets to reduce overheads whilst creating a better, more fit for purpose, working 
environment. 

The current estates plan is a key element of Suffolk’s programme to meet the financial challenges 
and options for modernising and downsizing the estate currently include: 

 Shared Premises with the Fire and Rescue Service 

A programme of establishing neighbourhood bases in retained fire stations in some locations 
across the county, partnering with our colleagues in the Fire and Rescue Service, is being 
pursued. Five such examples where fire station and SNT offices are shared in one building 
have already been successfully completed in Framlingham, Ixworth, Debenham, Elmswell 
and most recently at Woodbridge. Up to eight6 more similar projects are being pursued, 
backed by a grant from the Department of Communities and Local Government of nearly 
£5m. 

 A full review of the future of the police headquarters site at Martlesham Heath 

 As a consequence of the latest phase of the Suffolk Local Policing Review nine bases will be 
closed and disposed of. 

 The PCC/Constabulary are participating in a significant public sector multi-agency project 
based at Mildenhall which may see a number of public sector partners share new 
accommodation at one or two locations. 

                                                           
6 Stowmarket, Beccles, Felixstowe, Saxmundham, Leiston, Mildenhall, Central Ipswich and 
Newmarket. 
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 Further rationalisation of the leasehold estate and concentration of staffing resources into 
the freehold estate. 

 The Suffolk Single Public Sector Estate (SSPSE) 

This initiative has been launched involving many parts of the public sector across Suffolk and 
involves public sector partners pursuing opportunities to share buildings and release old inefficient 
building stock. The SSPSE has representatives from the Police, District/Borough and County Councils, 
Primary Care Trusts, Suffolk Mental Health Partnership NHS Trust and others, looking to see if there 
are any other areas around the county where we can work collaboratively in respect of property 
needs.  The projects mentioned above share the vision of this initiative and are promoting efficient, 
collaborative, and forward-thinking future projects. 

This overall programme of work is overseen by the Suffolk Estates Board, which is chaired by the 
Police and Crime Commissioner and has representation from the Chief Officer team, Office of the 
PCC and the Joint Estates Department. 

TRANSPORT 

Transport management is a joint function with Norfolk Constabulary. The two forces operate in-
house workshops and servicing, and achieve economies of scale by procuring vehicles and 
equipment through nationally approved contracts. 

 

Norfolk and Suffolk Collaboration 

 

OUR COLLABORATIVE VISION – Suffolk and Norfolk  

To work jointly to address the protective services and financial gaps of both forces and authorities to 
deliver more effective and efficient protective services, operational support and business support 
functions for local people. 

GOVERNANCE OF COLLABORATION 

Authority under the Police Act 

Sections 22A and 23 Police Act 1996 (as amended) enable the chief officers of one or more police 
forces and two or more policing bodies to make a collaborative agreement relating to the discharge 
of the policing functions by the members of the chief officer’s forces; and for such other provision as 
may be required. The details of such an arrangement are recorded in a formal agreement built upon 
Section 22A of the Act.  

There are separate agreements for each department that is being collaborated and, once signed; the 
agreement is usually in place for five years. The agreement remains in force for a minimum period of 
one year, and should a decision be made to terminate that agreement then 12 months’ notice has to 
be given by either party to the other. Therefore any collaboration work will be in place for a 
minimum of two years. 

Joint Chief Officer Team 

Operational governance and oversight of the arrangements are undertaken by a Joint Chief Officer 
Team (JCOT). This comprises the chief officer teams of Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies who 
oversee the operational governance of all Suffolk/Norfolk Collaboration Partnerships.  
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PCCs AND COLLABORATION 

Existing collaborations transferred from the local Police Authority to the PCC in 2012. PCCs and 
Constabularies are required to take account of existing collaboration arrangements, consistency of 
approach and scale of opportunity when making collaboration decisions.  The Eastern Region 
Alliance Summit is attended by Chief Constables and Police and Crime Commissioner’s from all seven 
forces in the region.  Collaboration agreements enable a more flexible deployment of warranted and 
non-warranted members of staff between collaborating forces. Other bodies (such as local 
authorities) are also able to be part of collaboration agreements. 

SUFFOLK AND NORFOLK POLICE PARTNERSHIP 

Duty to Collaborate 

Home Office Circular 14/2011, issued in January 2012, detailed changes within the Police Reform 
and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (PR&SR Act) affecting the statutory guidance relating to 
collaborative working. The arrangements require both the constabularies and policing bodies to 
keep collaboration opportunities under review and to collaborate where it is in the interests of the 
efficiency and effectiveness of their own and other forces.  Chief Officers and policing bodies are 
required to work together to review opportunities to collaborate to engage with their collaboration 
partners, and to make judgement as to whether these opportunities represent the best options 
available. 

Where collaboration is judged to be the best option, they must collaborate. Also, where the best 
outcome favours another force or group of forces – but not necessarily individual forces - the 
collaboration should be supported, even if we do not expect to receive immediate direct benefit. 
The interests of the wider community are to be pursued. 

There is therefore a clear expectation from the Home Office, the Treasury, HMIC (Her Majesty’s 
Inspectorate of Constabularies) and others for police forces and authorities to work collaboratively. 
This is increasingly being reflected in inspection frameworks and there is good evidence that 
collaboration continues to deliver financial and operational benefits to partners. These benefits are 
detailed in the Home Office Collaboration Toolkit as:  

 Improving the ability to tackle serious crime and terrorism through more effective and 
efficient use of resources, shared expertise and information and improved resilience; 

 A method of funding operational service improvements; 

 Freeing up front-line resource; 

 Strengthening focus on core operational activities. 

The preferred police partnership approach recognises that there are more natural synergies for 
collaboration between some forces than others, usually based upon:  

 Similarity in size, organisational structure, policing style and approach, making ‘negotiations’ 
more of a meeting of equal partners;  

 Geographical proximity;  
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 Historically strong bonds which exist between forces and organisations; 

 A shared desire to progress joint working quickly. Achieving agreement across two 
organisations is invariably easier than with multiple partners, allowing work streams to 
progress and for benefits to be realised at a much faster rate than in bigger partnerships; 

 Preferred police partnerships can form the basis for subsequent expansion into sub-regional 
and regional collaboration; 

 Preferred police partnerships do not preclude one force in the partnership working with a 
third force without the preferred police partner being involved. However, what preferred 
partnership does imply is that the partners will talk to each other before such decisions are 
made if these are likely to impact upon existing or planned collaborative arrangements.  

Suffolk and Norfolk Constabularies, PCCs and their predecessors have been working on this basis 
since our first collaborated unit, the Major Investigation Team (MIT), came into being in April 2009, 
building upon working relationships that have existed between them over many years. Whilst there 
are of course differences, the constabularies share many similarities, such as size, geography, and 
general policing issues. 

Suffolk and Norfolk have taken significant steps forward in collaborative working most notably 
within the Protective Services environment and support functions, building upon the Business 
Support Review completed in 2010.  All support departments subject of the review are now fully 
collaborated, and work continues to streamline the operating model further.  The support functions 
that are now fully collaborated are: 

 Human Resources (including Learning & Development); 

 Finance; 

 Purchasing & Supplies; 

 Estates & Facilities; 

 Transport Services; 

 ICT; 

 Corporate Communications; 

 Corporate Development & Change; 

 Performance & Analysis; 

 Information Management; 

 Professional Standards. 

The Norfolk and Suffolk Change Programme was designed to deliver changes in phases, in order to 
provide a more stable platform for the delivery of collaborated functions.  This approach has been 
successfully used with a total of 13 ‘tranches’ of change being implemented to date since 2010.  The 
phasing of the change begins with the appointment of a joint head of function and the senior 
management team.  This structural change provides the stability and capacity to deal with business 
as usual activity whilst implementing change.  This senior management ownership of change has 
worked well across all collaborated functions.   
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The Constabulary’s aim to get the very best from limited resources has led to an extensive 
collaborative approach to policing with Norfolk Constabulary. This collaboration has not only 
enhanced policing resilience and capacity, but has produced significant savings, which need to 
continue through reinvestments as a key to future success.  

 The importance of successful collaboration over the last five years to meet our financial challenges 
cannot be overstated. Out of all forces nationally, Suffolk's plan has the highest proportion of savings 
coming through collaboration. Strong financial resilience has been achieved through our 
collaborative arrangements with Norfolk Constabulary now and in the future.  These arrangements 
are now embedded and our successful working relationship is vital.  

 In the latest report on Police Efficiency, HMIC said “The constabulary works well in collaboration 
with Norfolk Constabulary. It has been able not only to save money but also provide greater 
resilience by joining forces to provide specialist services. HMIC found many examples of constructive 
work with local partner organisations to work together to prevent crime and improve services.  

Overall, Suffolk Constabulary has a good track record of achieving the required savings; it has 
successfully reduced its spending by £18.8m from 2011/12 to 2014/15.” 

 

Protective Services Command (PSC) 

 

Protective Services Collaboration 

In September 2011 Norfolk and Suffolk agreed to join together Protective Services into a single 
command to achieve a reduction in costs whilst using resources more efficiently and maintaining 
acceptable levels of service.  The vast majority of units within PSC have been joint since 2013 and 
since 2011 PSC has released savings of over £8m. 

PSC is headed by a Chief Superintendent with oversight by an Assistant Chief Constable (ACC), both 
of which are joint posts.  

The command comprises the following Directorates: 

Major Investigation Team (MIT) 

 The MIT has responsibility for investigating: 

 Murder, manslaughter and suspicious deaths; 

 Large scale rape investigations where the offender is unknown; 

 Kidnap, abduction and extortion; 

 Work related and healthcare setting deaths; 

 Major crime reviews. 

Its functions also include the provision of nationally accredited Senior Investigating Officers (SIO), 
major incident rooms, investigation teams, the Home Office Large Major Enquiry System (HOLMES), 
cold case reviews and an intelligence cell. 
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Forensic Services 

The Forensic Directorate provides investigative expertise across a diverse range of scientific and 
technical disciplines; providing specialist support in crime scene management, forensic recovery and 
examination to aid criminal investigations.   

The main functions are: 

 Scenes of crime investigation and interpretation; 

 Recovery and recording of physical evidence; 

 Photography and imaging; 

 Fingerprint Bureau and Development Lab; 

 Forensic Support (Intelligence/Submissions/DNA). 

The majority of functions are based at Norfolk Police Headquarters with Crime Scene Investigators 
(CSIs) based at all main police stations across Norfolk and Suffolk to support the investigation of 
major, serious and volume crime. 

Specialist Operations 

Specialist Operations provide officers with the necessary skills and expertise to deal with complex 
operational situations, to plan and prepare for such events, and to provide specialist support to local 
policing.   

The main functions are: 

 Roads policing, roads safety and collision investigation;  

 Firearms operations and training; 

 Firearms Licensing; 

 Police dogs; 

 Operations, Events and Emergency Planning; 

 Specialist search; 

 Public order; 

 Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) response; 

 Specialist incident command and control. 

Intelligence 

The Intelligence Directorates gather, process, assess and analyse information to enable the 
constabularies to reduce and manage risk and harm.  

The main functions are: 
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 Compliance and Authorities Bureau; 

 Analytical Department; 

 Crime Recording and Compliance; 

 Area Intelligence Units; 

 Briefing and Tasking Teams; 

 Serious Crime Intelligence Teams. 

Cyber and Serious Crime 

The Directorate has three main functions: 

 Surveillance and Investigation Team; 

 Technical Support Unit; 

 Cyber Crime Unit. 

The Surveillance and Investigation Team targets organised crime groups through a range of 
conventional and technical tactics.    The Technical Support Unit assists this process as it provides the 
equipment necessary to gather evidence required to prosecute.   

The Cyber Crime Team was formed in 2015 and deals with the growing threat from cybercrime and 
cyber enabled crime. 

Our Serious and Organised Crime Directorate conducts most of the covert policing for Suffolk and 
Norfolk using a range of techniques.  However, the team also works with the Eastern Region Special 
Operations Unit (ERSOU) which gathers intelligence and evidence about organised crime groups that 
operate across the region and beyond.   

Royalty and VIP Protection 

Royalty and VIP protection sits within the Protective Services portfolio, but reports directly to an 
ACC. It consists of a small unit based at Dersingham Police Station, adjacent to the Royal Estate at 
Sandringham in Norfolk.  

The function of the unit is: 

 The co-ordination and delivery of protective security to members of the Royal Family and 
European royal families as well as other protected persons whilst resident in, or visiting 
Suffolk or Norfolk; 

 Protection of royal residences and those of protected persons in Norfolk; 

 Protection of the public at Royal and VIP events in Suffolk and Norfolk. 

The unit works closely with the Home Office, the Sandringham Estate, Lord Lieutenants in Suffolk 
and Norfolk and the Metropolitan Police Service Royalty Protection (SO14) and Specialist Protection 
(SO1) Commands. 
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DELIVERY OF THE STRATEGIC POLICING REQUIREMENT (SPR) 

 

The SPR sets out key operational requirements for effectively balancing local and national priorities 
and driving improvements in forces response to serious and cross-boundary criminality, harms and 
threats. 

From November 2012 the primary responsibility for ensuring the SPR is delivered has rested with 
Chief Officers and PCCs. Chief Officers are under a strong duty to comply with the SPR unless there is 
a particular imperative as to why they should not. PCCs have to take account of the SPR when setting 
their local crime and policing plans. 

National Threats 

Within the March 2015 review of the Strategic Policing Requirement there are six national threats: 

 Terrorism; 

 Serious and Organised Crime – specifically including trafficking of drugs, people and 
firearms, illegal immigration, Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE), large scale and high volume 
fraud, counterfeit goods, organised acquisitive crime and cybercrime; 

 Child Sexual Abuse  (CSE)– not a threat to national security but one of national importance, 
CSE attributed to organised crime groups including those online will remain within the 
Serious and Organised Crime aspect of SPR; 

 National Cyber Security incidents; 

 Public Order; 

 Civil Emergencies. 

Suffolk Constabulary has a responsibility through the SPR to provide properly trained and equipped 
staff to support forces across the country in such instances. Continuing to prepare staff to meet such 
operational demands is critical. 

The full document can be found at:  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/strategic-policing-requirement 

 

POLICING RESPONSE – 5CS 

The Constabularies response to the national threats is captured under the five  policing categories 
of Capacity and Contribution, Capability, Consistency and Connectivity. 

Capacity and Contribution 

Special Branch provides the local Counter Terrorism (CT) policing response. The  relationship 
between Special Branch and the Counter Terrorism Intelligence Unit (CTIU) continues to strengthen. 
The CTIU provide the gateway into broader national CT assets. A national review of CT ports policing 
review has been undertaken. The impact is yet to be realised. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/strategic-policing-requirement
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Through dedicated CTIU coordination, the County Policing Command (CPC) leads on the delivery of 
PREVENT. The CT review has reconsidered PREVENT funding and has determined that the threat 
does not justify the allocation of resource into Norfolk or Suffolk. 

Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies maintain the ability to deploy technical and conventional 
surveillance assets against known or emerging threats in response to planned or dynamic 
circumstances.  

The Cyber & Serious Crime Directorate has been established benefiting from a  harmonised High 
Tech Crime Unit (HTCU). This directorate has strong links and escalation procedures with Eastern 
Regional Specialist Operations Unit (ERSOU) and the National Cybercrime Unit (NCCU). 

The Cybercrime Unit aims to prevent individuals from becoming or remaining involved in 
cybercrime; making best use of legislation such as Serious Crime Prevention Orders (SCPO).  

The Cybercrime Security Advisor post seeks to educate young people who are seen as at the greatest 
risk and are potentially vulnerable to organised cyber criminality.  

The Cybercrime Unit continues to work with the Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure 
(CPNI) to protect the public and organisations from becoming victims of cybercrime.  

The Human Trafficking Coordinator is responsible for the delivery of strengthening safeguards 
against modern day slavery by protecting vulnerable people from exploitation and increasing 
awareness and resilience against this crime. The Constabulary participated in the Anti-Slavery Day in 
October 2015 and is responding to the priorities outlined within the Independent Anti-Slavery 
Commissioner Strategic Plan 2015-17. 

The Constabulary works closely with the Local Safeguarding Children Board (LSCB) to raise 
awareness across the county in relation to Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE). This includes the delivery 
of ‘Chelsea’s choice’ into all schools in Suffolk, a focus on taxi drivers and bespoke sessions with 
County Councillors. 

Capability 

Command and Control protocols for CT Operations have been formalised by National Police Chiefs 
Council (NPCC). 

The creation and implementation of the Cybercrime Unit has brought together specialist resources 
to combat the threat posed from cyber enabled and cyber dependent crime providing the 
Constabulary with resilience. 

Suffolk and Norfolk Constabularies are early adopters of the Child Abuse Image Data base (CAID). 
With this system in place the automation of known indecent images of children can take place. 

Suffolk Constabulary is seen as a national lead on the effective use of the Child  Protection System 
(CPSys) software, targeting those who share indecent images of children (IIOC). Close links with the 
Protecting Vulnerable People Directorate (PVP) and the Cyber & Serious Crime Directorate (C&SCD) 
ensure threat is effectively managed. 

The Constabulary has invested in resources specifically to address Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE), 
human trafficking and other forms of exploitation. Working closely with partner agencies and the 
Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH), multi-agency arrangements for investigating complex abuse 
are in place. 

The Constabulary is working with partners responding to the national CSE and Local Safeguarding 
Children Board (LSCB) CSE action plans. 
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Tasking and coordination processes within the Protecting Vulnerable People Directorate highlight 
CSE threats. Where there is potential for organised crime group involvement, escalation ensures the 
appropriate support. Comprehensive management of CSE across the county includes a Multi-Agency 
Missing Persons and CSE tasking and coordinating process, and development of five local CSE 
meetings.  

Suffolk Constabulary has a strong position with regard to Public Order capability following 
collaboration of training with Norfolk and the expansion of the training facility at Wethersfield. 

Suffolk Constabulary works closely with partners within the Suffolk Resilience Forum to identify and 
categorise threats to the county. This information is used to ensure that the higher risks have 
appropriate multi agency plans in place to prepare, respond and recover from these threats and are 
reviewed and if required, updated. 

Under the National Capability Assessment there is a requirement to report on a  number of skills 
necessary to support the Strategic Policing Requirements (SPR).  These skills are now managed on 
the national Mercury computer system. Identified SPOCS within each command ensure that this 
data is current. The National Police Co-ordination Centre (NPoCC) regularly tests force capability for 
compliance. 

Consistency 

East Counter-Terrorism Intelligence Unit is developing a proposal to create a single Counter Terrorist 
entity for the Eastern region. The paper is due for submission to  Chief Constables in early 2016. 

The Hi Tech Crime Unit (HTCU) continues to work on the implementation of ISO17025 for digital 
forensics. This is due for review by the United Kingdom Accreditation Service (UKAS) later in the 
year.  

The Local Safeguarding Children Board (LSCB) has audited 60 high risk CSE cases which provided 
useful information in terms of the prevalence of CSE in Suffolk and effectiveness of multi-agency 
practice. Work continues to develop an enhanced county response to CSE.  

A Regional CSE Coordinator has been appointed to develop local and regional links working closely 
with the operational Human Trafficking and Exploitation Team and the MASH. This service provision 
further enhances the Constabulary’s understanding and response to CSE.  

Connectivity 

Continued focus has been placed on the localised response to a Paris style terrorist incident.  Testing 
through a number of table top and live style exercises, has ensured an appropriate level of 
preparedness is in place.  Norfolk and Suffolk are in the process of formulating a regional response 
plan to the management of information in the wake of a terrorist attack.   

The Eastern Region will be adopting a national system for the management of CT intelligence 
(APOLLO) from July 2016. A period of testing and training precedes go live, and timescales for the 
Eastern Region roll out is dependent upon the progress of other force regions which are currently in 
transition. 

The Constabularies are intrinsically linked through the Eastern Regional Special Operations Unit 
(ERSOU) providing a raft of niche capabilities. 

In response to the Government’s Serious and Organised Crime Strategy, the Constabularies have 
commissioned the local Strategic Profile for Serious & Organised Crime which is delivered through 
the Local Organised Crime Partnership Board (LOCPB). 
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The Constabulary lead for PVP chairs the LSCB sub group for missing children and CSE. There is focus 
on the NPCC CSE action plan and ensures a partnership approach to awareness raising, identification 
of CSE related issues and appropriate response.  

The MASH now supports a multi-agency tasking and coordination process that identifies and 
oversees the management of potential cases of CSE. The development of a multi-agency ‘Complex 
Investigation Oversight Group’ will ensure effective coordination of organisations and resources in 
multi-victim or multi-offender cases. 

 

Joint Justice Command 

 

The Joint Justice Command (JJC) comprises Criminal Justice Services (CJS), custody and the Custody 
Investigation Unit (CIU) for Norfolk and Suffolk aligned under one collaborated structure.  

The Custody and CIU teams operate at the six Police Investigation Centres (PICs) which have been 
established across Norfolk and Suffolk under a PFI funding arrangement and provide excellent 
modern detention and investigation facilities 

Criminal Justice Services (CJS) 

Working with the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS), Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunal Service 
(HMCTS) and other key partners across the two counties, the CJS team ensures the continued 
delivery of justice outcomes that are valued by victims of crime and provide protection and 
reassurance to our communities.  

The CJS team supports the delivery of frontline policing services by providing support to officers 
under two areas of business – justice outcomes relating to crime (and disorder) and road safety.  The 
team is responsible for managing the Safety Camera Teams for both counties on the basis of a self-
funding model.   

Custody Investigation Unit (CIU) 

The CIU is a collaborative unit which provides an investigative capacity at each of the six Police 
Investigation Centres (PICs), dealing with detainees arrested by local police officers. The CIU aims to 
achieve a high standard of investigation and file build across both counties, especially dealing with 
volume crime. The CIU has become particularly skilled at dealing with cases of domestic abuse.  

At each PIC a team of dedicated investigators are located to assist local officers from the outset of 
spontaneous and pre-planned investigations. Arresting officers are able to work with the Unit who 
will guide them through what is required to secure best evidence at the earliest opportunity. This 
will ensure that correct statements and evidence are presented for the initial handover to be 
completed.  

A CIU Investigator will then conduct the detainee interview and manage any subsequent 
investigation through to conclusion. One of the main objectives of the unit is to enable uniformed 
officers to return to their duties as quickly and provide a consistent, high quality service whichever 
PIC is used. 
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Custody 

The Custody Team operates high quality detention facilities at each of the six PICs in excellent 
purpose built accommodation. The standard of service provided at the PIC’s was rated highly by Her 
Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary.  

 

Support Services 

 

Support Services for the constabulary comprise all of the functions that are necessary to create the 
infrastructure that enables front-line policing to operate smoothly.  The following Support 
Departments provide services for both Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies: 

Fully collaborated departments: 

 Finance; 

 Human Resources including Learning and Development; 

 Procurement and Supplies; 

 ICT; 

 Corporate Development & Change; 

 Corporate Communications; 

 Transport Services; 

 Occupational Health and Health & Safety; 

 Estates and Facilities; 

 Professional Standards; 

 Performance and Analysis. 

 

Digital strategy  

 

The National Policing Vision 2016 looks at providing a variety of ways for the public to access 
policing.  Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies last year published, and have begun to implement, a 
Digital Strategy, aimed at delivering objectives with the benefit of digital tools. Both forces 
understand that traditional communication is having a reduced impact and reaching fewer people. 
Our Digital Strategy aims to make day-to-day functions more effective and engage our communities 
in a way that is now more familiar to them, whilst also maintaining a secure, functional ICT 
infrastructure. 
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2016 will see the launch of new external websites for both forces. These new, user friendly and 
intuitive platforms will allow the public to use a multitude of tools most suited to their ability and 
need. In addition we have expanded our use of social media in order to offer important updates in 
‘real time’. 

The strategy details the approach that Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies will take to ensure it 
meets the needs and expectations of the public through digital and online service. These steps 
include a reduction in back office functions, improved staff mobility and building and improving 
communication channels between the public and police. 

Information and Communications Technology (ICT)  

As part of the Digital Strategy Norfolk and Suffolk aim to develop an ICT infrastructure that is 
flexible, supporting the flow of information and data across teams and business areas. This 
framework will meet the operational requirement to roll out mobile working, body worn video and 
similar data rich equipment issued to officers and staff. Norfolk and Suffolk are dedicated to the 
development of new technologies and platforms to exploit the organisational benefits of digital 
working. 

We are working towards replacing, in some cases, a physical presence with a virtual one. This 
includes a digital space dedicated to community concerns and questions, labelled as a type of 
“Virtual Safer Neighbourhood Team”. There have also been trials in Suffolk where community 
meetings were held online, allowing those on the outskirts of the county direct access to police 
officers, regardless of location. In addition, as part of the Athena consortium for the Eastern Region 
‘on-line crime reporting and investigation tracking’ is being developed via an Innovation Fund bid. 

Demand reduction is the catalyst for change in our organisations. The public are increasingly more 
knowledgeable and expect informed and immediate responses, regardless of what channel they use. 
Norfolk and Suffolk are reviewing the opportunities for Live Chat in the Contact and Control Room 
(CCR) and for all live time updates (road closures, incidents attended), regardless of platform, to be 
issued by a pre-defined resource. 

The Norfolk and Suffolk collaborative programme has set, and continues to achieve, challenging 
objectives that are realising significant savings for both forces. The collaboration process is led by 
the Deputy Chief Constable and a dedicated change team within the Corporate Development & 
Change Department (CD&C) is directed by both Chief Constables accountable to each PCC.   

Some of the most significant project work being carried out at present relates to the way we manage 
information.  Much policing work relies heavily on having access to up-to-date and reliable 
information. This information is recorded and retrieved electronically across a large number of 
applications and easy but secure access is essential.  Continual enhancement and maintenance of 
these systems is vital to our daily working practices.  

The joint Norfolk and Suffolk ICT department has made a number of major investments to make the 
transition away from two-county based standalone police ICT networks, with separate ICT systems 
and applications supporting separate user communities; to a single ICT network and operating 
platform that meets the needs of two organisations. The aim is to enhance interoperability and 
collaboration and to drive down costs to protect frontline services. 

Police officers and staff are able to share information freely and easily without the ICT blockers that 
previously existed. The removal of duplicate systems and applications makes data sharing and 
intelligence gathering more accessible to support frontline services, giving officers and staff a greater 
accessibility to information that will assist them in their work. 
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The investment that has been made in ICT has enabled £2.2m of savings to be driven out of the 
department by rationalisation of both pay and non-pay budgets without any impact on service 
delivery. 

The following five major joint projects that ICT have been delivered in the last two years: 

Common Operating Platform (OP) and Network. 

The single networks for Norfolk and Suffolk have been harmonised to utilise the Norfolk structure of 
a Microsoft OP and mainly in-house Wide Area Network (WAN) with microwave links. Some BT 
connections are retained in Suffolk for links to smaller stations. 

ATHENA 

Athena is a fully integrated, web based information and communications technology solution 
designed to manage core policing business, including;  

 Intelligence Management  

 Investigation Management  

 Protection of Vulnerable People  

 Anti-Social Behaviour  

 Defendant Management (Custody and Case preparation)  

 Property Management  

 Warrants Management  

 Digital Public Contact  

 Partner Agency Problem Solving Platform  

 Advanced Data Analytics  

A fully managed service, the solution is centrally hosted in a secure private cloud by Northgate Public 
Services.  

The contract was awarded in December 2011 following a robust procurement process, the value 
being £32 Million for a ten year contract to the seven founder forces (Beds, Cambs, Herts, Norfolk, 
Suffolk, Kent and Essex) and the then governance bodies, Police Authorities, costs fairly attributed 
according to force net revenue budgets.  

In 2015, two further forces contracted the solution (Warwickshire & West Mercia), the current 
collaborative consortium including; 

 Bedfordshire  

 Cambridgeshire  

 Essex  

 Hertfordshire  

 Kent  

 Norfolk  

 Suffolk  

 Warwickshire  

 West Mercia  

All forces have signed a Police Act Section 22 agreement giving a legal basis to the collaboration.  

Currently, Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk are operationally live with the other forces undertaking 
implementation activities for go live in 2016.  
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All contract and future costs are distributed as below; 

 

 

Figure 4 

Governance  

Significant contractual and financial decisions are made by the Strategic Athena Management Board, 
membership of which comprises all PCCs and Chief Constables of the contracted forces.  

The Athena Management Board (AMB), attended by Chief Officers from all contracted forces, is 
responsible for programme planning, operational matters, finance management, reporting and 
providing direction to the Strategic Board.  

The business and technical design authorities, along with the commercial advisory group report to 
the AMB. 

 

 

Figure 5 
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Future Road Map  

Designed with modern technology, Athena is a platform to build on. The solution supports the use of 
mobile devices utilising the contracted application programming interfaces (APIs) and further 
interfacing to other products, both internally and externally.  

In 2015, the programme was successful in attracting £7 Million of Home Office police innovation 
funding to develop digital public reporting and interaction, multiagency problem solving and 
advanced data analytics. These tools will all be available by the end of 2017.  

Key Benefits  

 Modern technology  

 Rich data set  

 Common business processes allowing for greater collaborative opportunities  

 Shared costs  

 Full integration, no ‘re keying’  

 Fully digital case files with an advanced two way interface with the Crown Prosecution 
Service  

 Victim and witness care management  

 Public interaction  

STORM 

STORM is a Command and Control application used in control rooms. It manages interactions with 
the public, logs calls, manages the deployment of the appropriate level of response and makes sure 
that those on the frontline have access to the information they need when responding to incidents.  
It also integrates with a digital mapping system that allows controllers to pinpoint an incident and 
deploy the nearest available resource shown by the Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS).  A 
joint STORM system has been implemented which gives true cross-county working so that common 
operating procedures are able to deliver enhanced efficiencies. The joint STORM system became 
operational in 2013. 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) System to Support Back Office Functions 

The Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system was implemented in Norfolk and Suffolk in April 
2015.  The purpose of ERP system is to provide a single system across both Norfolk and Suffolk to 
manage all support functions for HR, duties management, training, health and safety, finance, 
procurement and payroll.  It has, and will, improve our efficiency, cut out duplication and provide 
self-service functionality for officers and staff.   

Mobile Computing and Working Project (MCW) 

The primary aim of the MCW Project is to increase police visibility, public confidence and 
satisfaction, and to improve officer efficiency by reducing the amount of time spent travelling to and 
from stations to log onto a computer.  It is also a key enabler in the delivery of the Digital Strategy to 
capture evidence at the first point of contact, thus creating efficiencies for the whole of the Criminal 
Justice System. Panasonic Toughbook Computers, together with in-car docking stations, have been 
purchased and implemented.  These have changed the way we approach frontline policing, by 
enabling officers to be visible while undertaking certain routine tasks, previously undertaken in an 
office. Spending time out in the community using the computers in the cars is becoming the norm 
for occasions when there is no requirement to return to a station. 
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To date, in Suffolk there are 186 vehicles fitted with computers.  The software layout replicates the 
desktop computers officers normally use in the police stations. All the main force systems such as 
Crime, Intelligence, Command and Control, Custody, Emails and PNC (Police National Computer) are 
available to them.  

Norfolk and Suffolk continue to work to streamline processes by introducing a number of measures 
including registering firearms certificates online, payment of fees and fines online, implement an 
online reporting of complaints mechanism and allow the public to record their own lost and found 
property.  

Body Worn Video (BWV) 

The Constabularies are currently reviewing plans for digital work to make sure these: 

 Deliver the Digital Strategy; 

 Are resourced, prioritised and scheduled appropriately; and 

 Incorporate the changing digital landscape and national and regional developments. 

The review is considering proposals to enhance the network, provide operational staff with Body 
Worn Video and mobile devices with suitable apps and introduce storage and software to help the 
Constabularies manage all digital media. 

PARTNERSHIPS 

 

Local Partnerships 

 

Transformation Challenge Award (TCA) 

In 2014 Suffolk was successful in securing £3,323,125 revenue funding from the Department for 
Communities and Local Government Transformation Challenge Award Fund (DCLG). This was one of 
the highest of the 73 awards made nationally. DCLG were impressed with the bid’s focus of putting 
Suffolk residents at the heart of everything. 

Suffolk’s was a highly collaborative bid made by Suffolk Public Sector Leaders including all Suffolk 
councils, the Police and Crime Commissioner, the Constabulary and Clinical Commissioning Groups. 
It is focussed on long term transformation, with the shared aim to redefine the relationship with 
local people in order to deliver sustainable support with less resource. This includes a focus on 
joined up prevention and early help.  

The award is being used to create a step change in the work and direction of travel for collaborative 
and integrated ways of working and Suffolk’s public sector leaders commitment to:  

• Doing what’s right for Suffolk; 

• Better outcomes with less money; 

• A more integrated Suffolk System; 

• More resilient people and communities. 
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To deliver these, a number of system-wide priorities were established: localism; growth; health care, 
and safety; intelligence, insight and digital; organisational development and medium term financial 
planning.  Each of these has identified activity against system wide outcomes such as: a Strategic 
Planning and Infrastructure Framework; shared evidence and evaluation and joined up approaches 
to community based early intervention and prevention. As a key driver for their ambition, the 
system working that followed the TCA funding provides regular updates to Suffolk Public Sector 
Leaders.  

Civil Parking Enforcement 

The changing demands and pressures placed upon policing services have been well publicised and 
service is quite rightly prioritised towards vulnerability and assessment of threat, harm and risk to 
determine appropriate police action.  

Of the 327 District Councils in England, 25 are not designated as Civil Enforcement Areas (CEAs). The 
County of Suffolk hosts six of those 25 where parking violations are still enforced by the police and 
with the ever increasing complexity of incidents and investigations, the ability of the Constabulary to 
continue to service enforcement will become ever more challenging. 

Suffolk Constabulary is not permitted to retain any income from parking enforcement with all 
monies being sent to the Treasury. 

An alternative delivery model is permitted in law whereby parking enforcement is transferred from 
the police to Local Authorities. Where this takes place, income from parking enforcement stays with 
the Authority thus enabling self-funding. 

Suffolk Constabulary, in collaboration with Suffolk County Council (SCC) (which has overall 
responsibility for the highways) and District Councils, seeks to progress a business case to enable 
Civil Parking Enforcement (CPE) within the county of Suffolk.  

Suffolk Public Sector Leaders agreed to progress a business case that seeks development of a Civil 
Parking Enforcement Model. In delivering the business case, the responses of each District or 
Borough Council should be taken into consideration. 

It is important to ensure sufficient time is planned to successfully deliver the scheme and whilst 
recognising the resourcing constraints of the organisations involved, it is desirable to move to a CPE 
model as soon as practicable. 

 

Partnership Working 

 

Suffolk Constabulary is involved in many partnership arrangements at a number of levels from 
Strategic Boards, such as the Health and Wellbeing Board, to operational working groups. These are 
all aimed at ensuring the Constabulary fulfils its statutory responsibilities for partnership working, as 
well as ensuring it continues to be effective and efficient by working together with partners and key 
stakeholders to ensure service delivery continues to be high quality. 

This section provides an overview of some of the key partnership arrangements.  
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COMMUNITY SAFETY 

Suffolk’s Community Safety Partnerships (CSP) 

The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 provided the framework for a radical new empowerment of local 
people in the fight against crime and disorder and ASB. It gave Local Authorities, the police and other 
key partners’ specific new responsibilities for the prevention of crime and disorder in their area. In 
partnership, they were able to develop and implement a strategy for reducing crime and disorder in 
each district and unitary Local Authority area in England and Wales. The act also required Local 
Authorities to have regard to crime and disorder when considering all other matters. Responsible 
authorities within the CSP are:  

 Police; 

 County Council; 

 District Councils; 

 Health Service; 

 Probation; 

 Fire Service. 

PCCs are not a “responsible authority” on CSPs, but there is a reciprocal duty for PCCs and 
responsible authorities to cooperate with each other and to have regard for each other’s priorities 
for the purposes of reducing crime and disorder.  PCCs also have the power to call responsible 
authorities together to discuss issues affecting the whole police area. 

The CSPs also include a range of other agencies and partners who play an important part in the 
crime and disorder agenda. These include: 

 Youth Offending Service; 

 Trading Standards; 

 Voluntary Sector; 

 Hate Crime Service; 

 Business Sector; 

 Housing providers. 

There are currently three CSP’s within Suffolk, Ipswich, West (Forest Heath, Bury St Edmunds, Mid 
Suffolk and Babergh) and the East (Waveney and Suffolk Coastal) 

There is currently no direct financial support for CSP’s in Suffolk, each CSP is required to seek funding 
from external sources to support projects and initiatives they wish to pursue.  

A county wide Executive Group is made up from selected members of the Officer Working Groups 
(OWG), which includes the district Community Safety Officers, County Council and Community 
Safety Unit (CSU) staff and others. This Group acts as an information-sharing group for issues across 
Suffolk and look at areas where joint working can be achieved to benefit the community. 
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A Responsible Authority Group (RAG) made up of a senior member from the statutory authorities 
manages each CSP. The RAG is responsible for all aspects of CSP work, including financial control. 
The Officer Working Group is, as the title suggests, the “doing” part of the CSP as it is here where the 
daily work of the CSP is carried out, partners are engaged with and strategies developed to reduce 
crime and disorder. 

Commissioning  

Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 provides that a Police and Crime Commissioner 
can commission services:  

a) To secure, or contribute to securing, crime and disorder reduction in Suffolk; 

b) Help victims or witnesses of, or other persons affected by, offences and anti-social behaviour. 

In applying this provision, a PCC will ensure that the services commissioned are also consistent with 
the objectives and priorities set out within their Police and Crime Plan.   

Since 2012 two primary grant awarding funds have been utilised in Suffolk. The first is a Victims 
Grant and is awarded annually by the Ministry of Justice for the purposes of commissioning of 
services for victims of crime. This grant is ring-fenced and must be used for commissioning victims 
services. 

The second, the Crime and Disorder Reduction Grant Fund, was established by the PCC in 2013 for 
the purposes of commissioning services in accordance with the statutory power outlined above. 

The award of all grants has to date been based on robust business cases which clearly set out the 
success criteria (e.g. intended outcomes, milestones, risks, etc.) and how the initiative for which 
funding is sought will deliver clear and measurable outcomes against Police and Crime Plan 
objectives. All grant recipients report on the outcomes and progress of projects. Depending on the 
nature and amount of grant, recipients may also be required to report to public accountability 
meetings (e.g. the Accountability and Performance Panel). 

The performance of service providers has been regularly reviewed and monitored against proposed 
outcomes/outputs. Where appropriate, services are assessed using the perceptions of victims of 
crime in terms of their satisfaction with the services and the extent to which they have been 
supported to cope and recover. Value for money and efficiency also features in the evaluation of 
services and commissioning of services. All monitoring reports are published on the PCC’s website. 

2015/16  

Total Victims Commissioning Grant fund (as awarded by the Ministry of Justice) £ 920,406 

Total Crime and Disorder Reduction grant fund £ 700,000 

Total £1,620,406 

2016/17 

Total Victims Commissioning Grant fund (as awarded by the Ministry of Justice)   £872,889.  
(Comprising £812,369 for victims services and £60,519 for victims of child sexual abuse) 

The Police and Crime Commissioner has provisionally set aside the sum of £700,000 for the purposes 
of awarding Crime and Disorder Reduction Grants 

Total £1,572,889 
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PROTECTING VULNERABLE PEOPLE 

Suffolk Health and Wellbeing Board 

The Suffolk Health and Wellbeing Board was established in accordance with the Health and Social 
Care Act 2012. The Board has a duty to "encourage integrated working" between health care, police 
and other public services in order to improve wellbeing outcomes for Suffolk. It is responsible for 
delivery of the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment and the county's Joint Health and Wellbeing 
Strategy.  

The Suffolk Health and Wellbeing Board has 21 members in total, comprising members and officers 
from the County Council, local Clinical Commissioning groups, NHS England, Health Watch, the 
police, the voluntary sector and district and borough councils.  The PCC is a representative on the 
Health and Wellbeing Board for Suffolk together with the Chief Constable. 

The PCC was a key figure in the signing of the Suffolk Crisis Care Concordat Declaration and now sits 
as the chair of the multi- agency group responsible for delivering the action plan of Suffolk’s 
response to mental health crisis care. 

Liaison and diversion is now operational in Suffolk’s Police Investigation Centres, a project funded by 
NHS England but sees a Mental Health professional engaging with people in custody, providing 
screening and identifying support required where required. Recent statistics show Mental Health 
contributes to 37% of police demand and therefore this partnership working need to continue and 
evolve to ensure the response to vulnerable people in the community is appropriately made. 

Suffolk Safer and Stronger Communities Board 

This group has been formed as a result of an engagement with interested parties across Suffolk.  
There is recognition of the need to:  

 Develop a county wide overview but avoid creating a large and separate bureaucracy to 
‘oversee’ community safety activity; 

 Use the synergy between the work of the Health and Wellbeing Board (HWB) in tackling 
the causes of ill health and health inequality and improving community safety; 

 Work primarily through local structures such as existing Community Safety Partnerships, 
using county wide resource to support the work programme; 

 Target our limited resources to proportionately tackle the threats to achieving strong 
and safe communities in Suffolk; 

 Form a reference group of interested to organisations to support, if and when necessary, 
the work of the Group.  

Scope and key responsibilities 

The Strong and Safe Communities Group (SSCG) will: 

 Focus on those areas that present the greatest threat, harm and risk to achieving safer 
and stronger communities in Suffolk; 

 Aim to reduce vulnerability of communities at risk; 

 Ensure join-up between agencies to improve efficiency and effectiveness; 

http://www.suffolkobservatory.info/JSNA.aspx
http://committeeminutes.suffolkcc.gov.uk/LoadDocument.aspx?rID=0900271180d344b2&qry=c_committee%7e%7eSuffolk+Health+and+Wellbeing+Board%7c%7cc_date_of_meeting%7e%7eBefore%7c%7cf_c_date_of_meeting%7e%7e01-08-2013%7c%7ct_c_date_of_meeting%7e%7e%7c%7ctitle%7e%7e%7c%7cc_doc_type%7e%7eReport%7c%7cFreeTxt%7e%7e%7c%7c
http://committeeminutes.suffolkcc.gov.uk/LoadDocument.aspx?rID=0900271180d344b2&qry=c_committee%7e%7eSuffolk+Health+and+Wellbeing+Board%7c%7cc_date_of_meeting%7e%7eBefore%7c%7cf_c_date_of_meeting%7e%7e01-08-2013%7c%7ct_c_date_of_meeting%7e%7e%7c%7ctitle%7e%7e%7c%7cc_doc_type%7e%7eReport%7c%7cFreeTxt%7e%7e%7c%7c
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 Use intelligence and demand data to identify and respond to changing needs; 

 Agree and monitor a shared set of principles and outcomes; 

 Act as connectors within the system, spotting synergies between organisations and work 
programmes, as well as gaps and duplication; 

 Facilitate the join up of resources and intelligence to improve efficiency and 
effectiveness; 

 Facilitate delivery of outcomes, spotting where issues lie and taking action to unblock 
progress; 

 Keep the HWB apprised of progress and action needed through a new community safety 
representative on the Board; 

 Based on current information from partners, the following issues, pragmatically themed 
below, could currently be considered within scope.  Early priorities are Ending Gangs and 
Youth Violence, Cybercrime and Sexual Exploitation. 

The statutory duty for Community Safety remains with the individual Community Safety 
Partnerships.  

Local Safeguarding Children Board (LSCB) 

The Suffolk LSCB has been established as required by legislation and statutory guidance and is 
required to act with independence and authority in respect of the work of all organisations whose 
staff come into contact with children and young people, their parents and carers. 

The LSCB is made up of partners and stakeholders from a range of agencies that commit to the work 
of the LSCB and bring a range of knowledge, experience and expertise under the leadership of an 
Independent Chair. 

The aim of the LSCB is to ensure that partner organisations are aware of safeguarding arrangements. 
It is also important that members of the local community have increased understanding of the work 
that is being carried out to help keep children safe in Suffolk. There are a number of sub-groups that 
exist below the full board, these report into the full board. 

The Case Review Panel Sub-Group supports the LSCB in fulfilling its statutory duty to undertake 
reviews of cases where abuse or neglect of a child is known or suspected and either the child has 
died; or a child has been seriously harmed and there is cause for concern as to the way in which the 
Local Authority, Board partners or other relevant persons have worked together to safeguard the 
child; and to advise on lessons that can be learnt. 

Suffolk Safeguarding Adult Board (SAB) 

The Suffolk Safeguarding Adults Board (SAB) is a multi-agency partnership that promotes the 
development of adult safeguarding work throughout Suffolk. This again exists on a statutory footing. 

The Board consists of senior officers nominated by each of the main agencies who will be 
responsible for developing and maintaining strong and effective inter- agency protocols to safeguard 
vulnerable adults from abuse. In addition, members have sufficient delegated authority to 
effectively represent their agency and to make decisions on their agency's behalf. 

Operational guidance and procedures and work to achieve the following six key principles through 
the board's strategy and strategic work plans: 
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1.  Empowerment; taking a person-centred approach, whereby users feel involved and 
informed. 

2.  Protection; delivering support to victims to allow them to take action which protects them 
from further harm. 

3.  Prevention; responding quickly to all allegations of abuse. 

4.  Proportionality; ensuring outcomes are appropriate for the individual. 

5.  Partnership; information is shared appropriately and the person is involved. 

6.  Accountability; all agencies have a clear leadership role in promoting the key principles 
adopted by the Board. 

As with the LSCB (above) there a number of sub-groups that report to the full board. Again there is 
an independent chair. 

County Domestic Abuse Partnership 

This meets quarterly and is attended by statutory and voluntary sector organisations. The meeting is 
chaired by one of the County Council Cabinet members. There is a county Domestic Abuse Strategy 
and accompanying action plan.   

Multi-Agency Risk Assessment Conference (MARAC) 

These occur monthly in each of the three areas. Any agency can refer high risk domestic abuse cases 
into MARAC. Representatives from partner (statutory and voluntary) agencies attend having 
researched the cases on their systems. Information relating to risk is shared and actions assigned. 
The meetings are chaired by PVP Detective Inspectors. There are two police staff posts that 
administer this process.  Approximately 70-100 cases are discussed monthly. 

Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH) 

Suffolk Constabulary forms part of the Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH). MASH has been 
developed as a result of learning from previous experiences, especially from lessons highlighted by 
reviews of serious safeguarding incidents across the country. The MASH model allows agencies to 
share information, and work together to safeguard vulnerable adults and children.  The MASH is 
made up of a range of organisations in Suffolk who are responsible for safeguarding adults and 
children. 

These organisations include: 

 Suffolk County Council; 

 Suffolk Police; 

 Health services; 

 District and Borough Council Housing Services; 

 Education; 

 Probation; 

 The Youth Offending Service. 
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MASH staff are co-located at Landmark House in Ipswich.  

The MASH receives, on average, around 2,000 vulnerable child referrals per month and 460 
vulnerable adult referrals. These are managed by police and partner agencies within the MASH.  

 

Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements (MAPPA) 

These are multi-agency meetings, chaired by a dedicated MAPPA manager, that discuss and manage 
Registered Sex Offenders and other Dangerous Offenders. Offenders are assigned risk levels (1 is 
lowest and 3 highest). MAPPA Level 3 meetings are attended by the PVP Detective Superintendent. 
These are held regularly, frequency of meetings for individuals is based on risk. The Public Protection 
Team attend all of these meetings. 

 

Integrated Offender Management (IOM) 

The IOM aims to reduce re-offending. The scheme is a managed, multi-agency approach to tackle 
offending behaviour. It is estimated that approximately 2% of the active offender population is 
responsible for half of all crime. In Suffolk, local IOM groups based in the East, West and Ipswich 
manage an identified group of offenders looking at those young offenders who are on the cusp of 
becoming prolific offenders and seeking ways to divert them. Support is provided to those offenders 
who are actively looking to change their offending lifestyle with help for substance misuse problems, 
housing, debt management and targeting those offenders who are causing the main problems in our 
communities. 

 

Trust and confidence 

 

Independent Advisory Group (IAG) 

The Independent Advisory Group (IAG) is made up of volunteers who provide the police with 
independent advice on a range of issues, including critical incidents and developing plans 
and policies which help shape the way Suffolk is policed. 

Stop and Search 

Suffolk has an Independent Stop and Search Scrutiny Panel (ISSSP) which scrutinise a randomised 
selection of stop and search interactions.  This group covers all of Suffolk and srutinises 10% of all 
white and 33% of all BME stop and searches.  The group meets bi-monthly and aims to meet in 
locations throughout the county.  Part of this work is to discuss incidents of disproportional use of 
police stop and search powers and the resultant effect on community cohesion. 

The group is made up of members of the Ipswich and Suffolk Council for Racial Equality (ISCRE), 
members of the public and any other interested parties including the OPCC.   

The group check compliance with the Best Use of Stop and Search scheme (BUSS) and are the 
sounding board for the police should they deviate from the scheme, are considering issuing a pre-
planned Section 60 Authority and to discuss public complaints regarding stop and search. 
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Local Criminal Justice Board 

 

Suffolk and Norfolk have had separate Local Criminal Justice Boards (LCJB) since 2003, when they 
were introduced across the 42 criminal justice areas in England and Wales. Suffolk and Norfolk 
Criminal Justice Boards formally merged on 7 April 2011 to form the new cross-county Board. The 
joint Board is supported by a Business Manager and Performance Officer and is funded by 
constituent bodies.  The Board is a mechanism by which the criminal justice agencies can work 
together in partnership in a meaningful way and co-ordinate their activities to deliver an effective 
and efficient criminal justice system. 

The Norfolk & Suffolk Criminal Justice Board priorities for 2016/17 are: 

To ensure the effective and efficient delivery of justice in Suffolk and Norfolk by:  

 Continuing to deliver the CJS Efficiency Programme, including streamlined digital working and 
maximising the use of video technology; 

 Supporting a culture of continuous improvement that will enable us to maintain financial 
stability, capacity and capability across the CJS; 

 Reducing offending and re-offending and having governance over the joint IOM scheme; 

 Keeping the needs of victims at the centre of all we do and work to increase public confidence.  

 Focusing on emerging risks, particularly cyber enabled crime during 2016/17. 

Current membership comprises Chief Officers and senior representatives of: 

 Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies; 

 The Crown Prosecution Service; 

 Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service; 

 National Probation Service; 

 Norfolk & Suffolk Community Rehabilitation Company; 

 Her Majesty’s Prison Service; 

 Norfolk and Suffolk Youth Offending Services; 

 Legal Aid Agency; 

 Suffolk County Council; 

 Norfolk Community Safety Partnership; 

 Victim Support; 

 The Witness Service; 

 Norfolk and Suffolk Police and Crime Commissioners. 
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Sub-groups of the Board deliver the priorities identified. 

CJS Efficiency Programme Board   

This board undertakes work to achieve the following: 

 Delivery of the CJS Efficiency Programme including streamlined digital working and increased 
use of video technology; 

 Streamlining processes, using continuous improvement methodology and through 
collaboration; 

 Delivering Transforming Summary Justice and Better Case Management into business as 
usual.   

The LCJB’s Multi-agency Digital Working Group, incorporating the Live Links/ Virtual Courts LIT, 
report into this group.  

Performance Sub Group   

This group undertakes work to achieve the following: 

 Monitor and manage performance across the CJS against a set of indicators agreed by the 
Board; 

 Report to the CJS Efficiency Programme Board any performance issue arising as a result of 
the delivery of the Efficiency Programme.  

Victim & witness sub group 

This group undertakes work to achieve the following: 

 Monitor multi agency compliance with the Victims Code and Witness Charter; 

 Undertake projects as directed by the Board specifically relating to victims and witnesses; 

 Work with the OPCC to assist and inform victim services commissioning; 

 Undertake work to improve public confidence in the CJS; 

 Develop cross agency work with Restorative Justice. 

A separate Specialist Domestic Abuse Courts Group reports into this group.   

Integrated Offender Management Governance Board (IOM) 

This group undertakes work to achieve the following: 

 Oversee the joint Norfolk and Suffolk IOM scheme, which is an inter-agency partnership 
approach to managing the most prolific offenders in Norfolk and Suffolk; 

 Include representatives from a wide range of key strategic partners; 

 Be accountable to the Norfolk and Suffolk Criminal Justice Board (N&SCJB) for the 
performance and operation of the scheme. 
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PERFORMANCE 

 

Suffolk Police and Crime Commissioner’s Crime Plan– 2013-2017 

 

The Suffolk Police and Crime Plan sets out our strategic priorities for policing and how, in the current 
financial climate, local resources will be managed to deliver the best possible policing service to our 
communities in Suffolk. 

 

 

 

The planning process has looked to ensure it properly considers both the operational and 
organisational risks and threats and that priorities are developed to mitigate these.  At the same 
time the priorities set are informed by the views of the community and partners. 

Recognising the need to respond to changing types of crime the PCC revised the plan in 2015.  Whilst 
the aims, objectives and priorities remain the same the plan recognises the need to respond to 
“hidden harm” such as child sexual exploitation, adult and child sexual abuse, honour based 
violence, domestic abuse and sexual exploitation.  In June 2015 the new Cybercrime Unit was 
launched to investigate all offences where networked computers or technology have been used to 
commit offences from child pornography, human trafficking, drugs and contraband and the 
increasing problem of online fraud. 
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Performance Overview 

 

The provision of data for this report has been affected by the implementation of the Athena 
programme. Athena is a fully integrated, web based information and communications technology 
solution designed to manage core policing business.  Applications range from intelligence and 
investigation management, the protection of vulnerable people, case and custody preparation 
through to advanced data analytics. 

The contract for Athena was awarded in December 2011 to Northgate Public Services following a 
procurement process for a ten year contract term by seven founder areas Bedfordshire, Essex, 
Cambridgeshire, Hertfordshire, Kent, Norfolk and Suffolk).   In 2015, Warwickshire & West Mercia 
joined the consortium. 

Key benefits of the system include the delivery of modern technology that is fully integrated, 
common business processes allowing for greater collaborative opportunities, a rich data set that 
enables advanced data analytics, fully digital case files with an advanced two way interface with the 
Crown Prosecution Service, victim and witness care management and enhanced public interaction. 

Currently, Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk are operationally live with the other forces undertaking 
implementation activities for go live in 2016. Suffolk went live in October 2015. 

Management of the Athena Programme on behalf of the police areas is undertaken by a cross-force 
Strategic Athena Management Board (AMB). It is responsible for programme planning, operational 
matters, finance management, reporting and providing direction to the Strategic Board. 

The AMB has encountered a number of teething issues associated with implementation and still 
need resolution across all three ‘live’ forces.  One of those relates to the accuracy of the data that is 
produced.  The three forces are not confident with the data that is currently available and are 
actively working with the contractor to identify a solution.  For this reason, only data that we can be 
confident with is included within this report.  Accordingly, data against volumes of crimes and 
detections is reported to the end of September 2015 (though the policing response section has been 
updated against each).  Measures which are non-Athena related are unaffected, and therefore cover 
to the end of December 2015 unless otherwise stated 

All crime data is therefore based on the 12 month period October 2014 to September 2015, unless 
otherwise stated. Suffolk recorded 42,351 crimes during 2014/15, which is an increase of 6,553 
crimes (18.3%) from the previous year. Suffolk has the 17th lowest crime rate in the country with 
51.5 crimes per 1,000 population. This is slightly above the national average.7 This currently sits 
around 50 per 1,000 population.  

There are a number of reasons why ‘recorded’ crime has increased and these include greater 
scrutiny in compliance with National Crime Recording Standards (NCRS) and changes in 
classifications. 

The Constabulary solved 28.9% of recorded crime and this represents a decrease of 6.7% on the 
previous year.  

 

                                                           
7 HMIC Suffolk Value for Money Profile 2015 
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Suffolk has 1.55 police officers for every 1,000 population, compared to a national average of 1.88. 
This is the fifth lowest national level. Suffolk has 33.1 crimes per officer. Suffolk remains a low cost, 
high productivity force at a cost of £159 per head of population against a national average of £176. 

Violence (involving injury) offences have risen by 25.0% (or 912 offences) in 2014/15 compared to 
the previous year. This had been preceded by a pattern of longer-term decline between 2009/10 and 
2013/14 over which time offending had reduced by 17% (or 763 fewer crimes). The increase in 
violence with injury crimes in 2014/15 followed on from the HMIC’s National Crime Data Integrity 
inspection which prompted improvements in crime recording processes, and is a trend which has 
been seen nationally. Research by the National Police Chiefs Council compared calls for service and 
crimes in 2014/15. It showed little change in calls to service for violent crimes, but a significant 
increase in crimes recorded by the police.  

This trend is likely to continue in the future with the changes to the National Crime Recording 
Standards (NCRS) made in April 2015 likely to result in more crimes being recorded in this and other 
crime categories. These changes will predominantly impact in offences which are either domestic 
abuse related or where safeguarding issues exist. For example, Suffolk Constabulary is able to record 
crimes without a victim’s permission if it is felt to be the right thing to do – which may be the case in 
some domestic incidents. The general increase in violence with injury crime has been and will be 
impacted by continued compliance with ethical crime recording from both other agencies and wider 
third parties as alluded to above. Crimes are being recorded on a daily basis where there is a single 
agency response with a request for no police involvement, but ethically the police must record.  

There were 85 more house burglaries in 2014/15 (up 6.3% to 1,437). However, this is still 8.6% 
below the three-year average. Suffolk’s national ranking is 10th lowest for the rate of house 
burglaries (as at September 2015). The Constabulary continues to manage offenders through the 
Integrated Offender Management (IOM) model to deliver multi-agency support to prolific offenders, 
and tasking and briefing processes have been developed to ensure early identification of emerging 
series and offenders, and that an appropriate policing response is given.  There is a drive to include 
more dwelling burglary offenders within the IOM process, to be proactive in preventing their future 
offending behaviour. The Community Safety department continues to manage communication with 
the public in this area by delivering proactive media messages concerning crime prevention, and the 
Corporate Communications department liaise with the local media to ensure work in this area is 
publicised. 
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Between April 2007 and March 2014 levels of serious sexual offences remained relatively stable at 
between 500 to 600 offences per year. In 2014/15 there was an increase of 81.7% (or 504 more 
offences) than in 2013/14, to 1,121 recorded offences. This is the highest level of serious sexual 
offences recorded in Suffolk. The increase in volumes of recorded serious sexual offences began in 
June 2014. Analysis indicated that the increase was not biased by a rise in reporting of historically 
reported offences, suggesting a more systematic reason for the increase. The increase has coincided 
with the significant efforts the constabulary has made in improving crime recording following the 
HMIC crime data integrity inspection. Areas targeted for improvement were 3rd party investigations, 
some of which were not previously crimed, and an increased focus on victim perceptions when 
recording crime. We must also consider the national media coverage in respect of Jimmy Saville 
(Operation Yewtree) and the impact this had on increased reporting of sexual offences to the police. 

The solved rate for serious sexual offences declined from 22.7% to 13.3% this year, however, the 
actual numbers of detected offences has remained largely stable over this time. The rate has been 
skewed by the large increases in recorded crimes.   

We were able to increase resources through the precept and change in the Mid Term Financial Plan 
(MTFP) 2015.  These resources were deployed to support areas of vulnerability such as child abuse 
investigation, our “Gemini” Teams dedicated to dealing with Serious Sexual offences and our 
Safeguarding units that sit under our Protecting Vulnerable People (PVP) directorate.  This was partly 
in response to the national coverage of Operation Yewtree and the impact we saw in reporting in 
Suffolk.   

In 2011, Suffolk opened a Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) which has improved services to 
victims. Around 350 referrals have been made to the centre this year. 

Overall, Anti -Social Behaviour fell by 22.8% in 2014/15. This is part of an ongoing trend of decline in 
reported incidents of ASB. There has been significant work conducted to ensure the level remains 
low. Partnership working is extremely important in resolving cases of ASB and locally agencies have 
worked to reduce patterns of behaviour which affect people’s lives. Emphasis has been given to 
repeat offending and repeat victimisation. Each month, data is provided to local commanders 
identifying the most vulnerable repeat victims and locations so that priority can be given to 
proactively managing their teams. 

Since April 2011, the Constabulary has risk assessed incidents of ASB to ensure an appropriate level 
of response. Incidents are graded either as “Personal, Environmental or Nuisance”. This enables the 
call handler to take the appropriate action. The grades are defined as follows: 

 Personal – the incident was targeted at a specific individual or group; 

 Environmental – the incident impacts on the wider environment e.g. public spaces; 

 Nuisance – the incident targets the wider community, and is not aimed at a specific 
individual or group.  

The Constabulary is determined to maintain its standard of performance for answering emergency 
calls and responding to emergency incidents. In 2014/15, 90.2% of the 77,739 emergency 999 calls 
received were answered within 10 seconds, which is above the national standard of 90%. 91.5% of 
the 17,707 emergency incidents recorded by the Constabulary were responded to within 15 
minutes, which is again above the national standard of 90%.  The Constabulary recognises that non-
emergency call handling requires improvement. A number of projects are being implemented 
throughout 2016 including a replacement telephony system and new website. Staff recruitment is 
also taking place which will improve this service. 
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Public confidence and victim satisfaction remain high priorities for the Constabulary. In 2014/15, 
66.3% of the public believed that the police were dealing with the things that matter most, and 
places Suffolk 5th nationally against this measure. In the same respect, 66.7% of the public thinks 
that Suffolk Constabulary does an “excellent or good job”, and places the force 10th nationally. 

The level of overall confidence of the public in the Constabulary has increased over the last five 
years from 78.6% to 79.1%; this places the Constabulary 11th nationally.  

Vulnerability and Hidden Demand 

As articulated in the 2015 Strategic Assessment, the nature of crime that police most frequently deal 
with is changing. “Traditional” acquisitive crime types are falling and social awareness of previously 
hidden, often historic as well as contemporary crimes such as sexual exploitation and abuse is 
growing rapidly. Changing trends are enabled at an increasing rate by an ever developing online 
environment which provides offenders with new opportunities for borderless predatory behaviour 
and potential victims with a new series of vulnerabilities and risks. In the most simple terms crimes 
require three elements; victims, offenders and locations and the proliferation of social media, online 
auction sites, online sales, personal data, mobile hardware and encrypted websites has increased 
the number of locations in which offenders and victims can come together by an unquantifiable but 
undoubtedly large amount. Police and partners across the country will be required to change 
emphasis to new forms of crime and new ways of tackling existing forms of crime. This is underlined 
none more so than by the revised Strategic Policing Requirement from the Home Secretary and the 
themes offered in HMICs latest assessment of policing. 

The Constabulary is regularly developing new tactics and strategies aimed at improving services and 
performance. Some of the key areas of development have included: 

 Creation of a Crime Data Integrity Group (CIG) to monitor compliance with National Crime 
Recording Standards (NCRS); 

 Working with partners to introduce a Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH) for Suffolk; 

 Introduction of THRIVE approach to handling non-emergency calls from the public – each call 
is assessed in greater detail to ensure an appropriate level of police response is given; 

 Providing additional resources to the three Gemini Teams in Suffolk focussed on 
investigations into Serious Sexual Offences; 

 Ring-fencing staff in the Contact and Control Room (CCR) to focus on handling of emergency 
calls; 

 Introduction of a CCR service desk. Functions of the service desk include dealing with Police 
advice calls, making outbound calls, providing updates on crime enquiries from members of 
the public, and basic intelligence research. The overall aim of the is to reduce demand on the 
frontline and assist staff in the CCR; 

 Service feedback from victims of sexual crimes has been obtained via the Sexual Assault 
Referral Centre (SARC); 

 The recruitment of further Independent Sexual Violence Advocates (ISVA) and a Child ISVA; 

 Implementation of ATHENA – a new crime and information system replacing the Suffolk CIS 
system; 
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 Introduction of Toughbooks  -  a mobile data solution for officers, aimed at reducing the 
time officers spend in stations, and more time in public; 

 Introduction of the Independent Stop and Search Scrutiny Panel and Joint Public Encounters 
Improvement Partnership; 

 Mental Health Triage Project – deploying a mental health nurse with a police officer in a 
patrol car to respond to incidents where Mental Ill Health may be a factor. The nurse is able 
to make a mental health assessment of the subject and ensure the right response is given. 

 

Policing and Crime Bill 

 

The Policing and Crime Bill was introduced to the House of Commons on 10 February 2016.  The bill 
will further reform policing and enable important changes to the governance of fire and rescue 
services.  The changes will build capability, improve efficiency, increase public confidence and 
further enhance local accountability.   

The main provisions cover eight areas: 

 Emergency services collaboration; 

 Police discipline, complaints and inspection; 

 Police workforce and representative institutions; 

 Police powers; 

 Police and Crime Commissioners and police areas; 

 Firearms; 

 Alcohol: licensing; 

 Financial sanctions. 

We are currently examining the proposals outlined in the bill. 

VALUE FOR MONEY 

 

Financial Responsibilities of the Chief Constable and the PCC 

 

The financial responsibilities of the Chief Constable and of the PCC are set out in the Police Reform 
and Social Responsibility Act 2011, and in more detail in the Home Office Financial Management 
Code of Practice (FMCOP), and are summarised in the policing protocol. 

Whereas the PCC has power and a duty to set the policing precept, decide the budget and allocate 
assets and funds to the Chief Constable, the Chief Constable has day to day responsibility for 
financial management of the Constabulary within the framework of the agreed budget allocation 
and levels of authorisation issued by the PCC.  
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The FMCOP also covers roles and responsibilities of key staff, accounting arrangements, strategic 
and financial planning, financial management, treasury management, corporate governance, value 
for money, transparency, collaboration, and partnerships. 

The full document can be found here: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/financial-management-code-of-practice 

 

Medium Term Financial Plan 2016/17 to 2019/20 

 

Chief Constable’s response to the spending review 2015. 

As part of the Spending Review 2015, it was announced by the Chancellor that there would be no 
further cuts to police funding. Whilst this is extremely positive news, and will allow the lifting of the 
current recruitment freeze on student police officers, it is essential that we continue with our plans 
for service redesign. 

Financial pressures, coupled with a stark change in the nature of crime and incidents in recent years, 
mean that the Constabulary’s structure needs to transform to continue to deliver high quality 
policing in the future. 

Our recent strategic assessment outlines a significant departure from ‘traditional crime’ and an 
emphasis on vulnerability and specialist crime areas. This is a shift that is reflected nationally, and 
we are now dealing with much more crime that affects the most vulnerable in our society. 

The MTFP outlines the significant savings plans in place for 2016-17, totalling £5.0m. This will allow 
for reinvestment in additional police officers and staff for priority areas, at a cost of £939k under 
both options. An increase in the precept under Option 1 of 1.958% would provide additional funding 
of £830k, which equates to an additional 20 police officers and 3 PCSOs.  

As an organisation we will clearly prioritise dealing with those incidents that cause the highest levels 
of threat, harm and risk to our communities, address key priorities within the Police and Crime Plan 
and continue to build upon the investments we have made in our successful collaborative ventures 
within the Eastern Region.  

It is acknowledged that our funding from the Home Office is significantly better than we had 
expected. However, whilst funding for 2016-17 is relatively certain, future years funding could 
change significantly due to the current uncertain economic climate and the implementation of the 
deferred review of the police funding formula. Increasing funding available to the Constabulary 
through an increase in the precept would provide greater financial certainty and additional funds of 
£830k to invest in agreed priority areas. 

A full report on the Medium-Term Financial Plan of the Suffolk Police and Crime Commissioner 
2016/17 to 2019/20 can be found via the following link: 

The full document can be found here: 

http://www.suffolk-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/4-2015-Medium-Term-Financial-Plan-
2015-16-to-2019-20.pdf  

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/financial-management-code-of-practice
http://www.suffolk-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/4-2015-Medium-Term-Financial-Plan-2015-16-to-2019-20.pdf
http://www.suffolk-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/4-2015-Medium-Term-Financial-Plan-2015-16-to-2019-20.pdf
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POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR SUFFOLK 

 

Election Guidance for PCCs 

 

This guidance offers advice to prospective PCC candidates concerning engagement with police 
officers and police staff. 

General principles that are applicable are as follows: 

 Particular care will be taken by the Constabulary and Office of the Police and Crime 
Commissioner (OPCC) to preclude the perception of official support for a candidate and the 
use of public resources, including publicity, for official announcements which could have a 
bearing on matters relevant to the elections; 

 There will be even-handedness in meeting information requests from candidates; each 
candidate will receive the same level of detail and right of access to police officers and police 
staff of both the Constabulary and the OPCC; 

 Action will not be taken to do something for one candidate that would not, or could not, be 
undertaken for another. 

Requests for information 

Where it is apparent that a request for information is from someone who seeks to be elected as the 
PCC, the response will be provided by the Chief Executive of the OPCC, regardless of where the 
question is directed.  This is to ensure consistency and minimise the risk of suggestion that officers, 
staff and members have become involved in the election process in some way. 

Requests for fact finding / media visits to police premises 

Candidates may wish to make official visits to police stations and SNTs.  Requests for such visits that 
are for the purpose of fact finding and receiving briefings will be regarded as reasonable requests.  
However visits purely intended to generate publicity for the candidate will not be regarded as 
reasonable.  Constabulary and OPCC support will not be given to visits and events with a party 
political or campaigning purpose. 

Use of police images and livery 

Elected representatives and candidates for public office have, in the past, wished to be 
photographed or filmed with police officers on visits or at events.  The Constabulary and OPCC do 
not wish their imagery and livery to be used in any political material.  If such imagery and livery is 
used by a candidate in such a way, the Chief Constable and Chief Executive will determine the course 
to be taken to address removal or withdrawal of the material.  Candidates do not have permission to 
use any pre-existing photographs or publicity involving officers or staff in their campaign publicity. 

Communication and media 

Where claims are made based on factually incorrect information or misunderstanding that would 
seriously undermine confidence in policing, the Chief Constable and Chief Executive will determine 
on a case-by-case basis whether, and if so how, any factual inaccuracies or misunderstandings will 
be corrected.  A response may not be appropriate when unhelpful or potentially misleading 
conclusions are drawn from factually accurate information.   
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It is acceptable (even during an election campaign) for candidates to be filmed or photographed with 
police officers for news media purposes.  However any police officer or member of police staff must 
be asked if they consent to be photographed or filmed and they have the right to refuse.  In most 
circumstances it would not be acceptable for officers or staff to be photographed or filmed with 
candidates, prospective candidates, or individuals who are displaying campaign rosettes, posters etc. 

 

Further Reading  

 

Suffolk Constabulary 

www.suffolk.police.uk  

 

Police and Crime Commissioner for Suffolk :  

www.suffolk-pcc.gov.uk 

 

Police and Crime Plan for Suffolk - Suffolk Police and Crime Commissioner 2013-17 

http://www.suffolk-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Police-and-Crime-Plan-2013-2017-
Version-14-for-publication.pdf 

 

PCCs – ‘Have You Got What It Takes?’ – Booklet 

www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/police/pcc/have-got-what-takes/got-what-it-
takes?view=Binary 

 

Financial Management Code of Practice 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/financial-management-code-of-practice 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.suffolk.police.uk/
http://www.google.co.uk/url?url=http://www.suffolk-pcc.gov.uk/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ved=0ahUKEwjR7tXJrdbKAhXIWhoKHQGqAOQQFggVMAA&usg=AFQjCNEeGl4rhu9ZpB8cBCyhFDEF83jWDA
http://www.suffolk-pcc.gov.uk/
http://www.suffolk-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Police-and-Crime-Plan-2013-2017-Version-14-for-publication.pdf
http://www.suffolk-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Police-and-Crime-Plan-2013-2017-Version-14-for-publication.pdf
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/police/pcc/have-got-what-takes/got-what-it-takes?view=Binary
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/police/pcc/have-got-what-takes/got-what-it-takes?view=Binary
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/financial-management-code-of-practice
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Abbreviations and Acronyms  

 

ACE Asset Confiscation Enforcement 

AMB Athena Management Board  

ASB Anti-Social Behaviour 

AVLS Automatic Vehicle Location System 

BME Black and Minority Ethnic (group) 

BUSS     Best Use of Stop and Search Scheme 

BWV Body Worn Video 

CC Chief Constable 

CCTV Closed Circuit Television 

CID Criminal Investigation Department 

CIU Custody Investigation Unit 

CJB Criminal Justice Board 

CJS Criminal Justice Services 

CPC County Policing Command 

CPS Crown Prosecution Service 

CPSys Child Protection Systems 

CSE Child Sexual Exploitation 

CSI Crime Scene Investigator / Investigation 

CSP Community Safety Partnership 

CSR Comprehensive Spending Review 

CTIU Counter Terrorism Intelligence Unit 

DI Detective Inspector 

ERIU Eastern Region Intelligence Unit 

ERP Enterprise Resource Planning 

ERSOU Eastern Region Special Operations Unit 

FMCOP Financial Management Code of Practice 

FTE Full Time Equivalent 
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HMCTS Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunal Services 

HMIC Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary 

HMRC Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs 

HO Home Office 

HOLMES Home Office Large Major Enquiry System 

HR Human Resources 

HTCU High Tech Crime Unit 

IAG Independent Advisory Group 

ICMH Incident Crime Management Hub 

ICT Information and Communications Technology 

IDVA Independent Domestic Violence Advisor 

IOM Integrated offender Management 

ISCRE Ipswich and Suffolk Council for Racial Equality 

ISSSP Independent Stop Search Scrutiny Panel 

JCOT Joint Chief Officer Team 

JJC Joint Justice Command 

JJS Joint Justice Service 

LOCPB Local Organised Crime Partnership Board  

LSCB Local Children Safeguarding Board 

MAPPA Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements 

MARAC Multi-Agency Risk Assessment Conference 

MASH Multi- Agency Safeguarding Hub 

MCW Mobile Computing and Working Project 

MIT Major Investigation Team 

MLIT Money Laundering Investigation Team 

MTFP Medium Term Financial Plan 

NCA National Crime Agency 

NCRS National Crime Recording Standards 

NCCU National Cyber Crime Unit 

NPCC National Police Chiefs Council 

NPoCC National Police Co-ordination Centre 
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NHW Neighbourhood Watch Scheme 

NRE Net Revenue Expenditure 

NRT Neighbourhood Response Team  

NST Neighbour Support Team 

OCG Organised Crime Group 

OP Operating Platform 

OPCC Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner 

OWG Officer Working Groups 

PCC Police and Crime Commissioner 

PCSO Police Community Support Officer 

PFI Private Finance Initiative 

PIC Police Investigation Centre 

PR&SR Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 

PSC Protective Services Command 

PSD Professional Standards Department 

PSV Police Support Volunteers 

PVP Protecting Vulnerable People Directorate 

RAG Responsible Authority Group 

RART Regional Asset Recovery Team 

ROCU Regional Organised Crime Unit 

SAB Suffolk Safeguarding Adult Board 

SARC Sexual Assault Referral Centre 

SCC Suffolk County Council 

SCPO Serious Crime Prevention Order 

SIO Senior Investigating Officer 

SNT Safer Neighbourhood Team 

SPR Strategic Policing Requirement 

SSCG Strong & Safe Communities Group 

SSPB Safer Suffolk Partnership Board 

SSPE Suffolk Single Public Sector Estate 

SSPSE Suffolk single Public Sector estate 
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TCA Transformation Challenge Award 

THRIVE Threat/ Harm/ Risk/ Investigation/ Vulnerability/ Engagement 

TSU Technical Support Unit 

UKAS UK Accreditation Service 

UKBA United Kingdom Border Agency 

VFM Value for Money 

WAN Wide Area Network 


